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ELECTRICAL
SPLIT CONDUITS –
a danger for many
tradespeople
See page 3
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FROM THE EDITOR
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Welcome to the ﬁrst issue of energysafe for
2007. Our aims for the year are to provide
as much technical and useful information as
we can for electrical and gas workers. We
appreciate your feedback so please let us
know whether you think we are keeping up
with those aims or not.
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While we no longer publish recipes – reader
feedback tells us they were not popular reading
– we do like to publish other energy related
articles to provide some alternative reading
away from the technical information.
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The use of electricity in helping the regrowth
of coral could assist in saving such outstanding
features as our own Great Barrier Reef. That can
only be a good thing and you can read about it
in this issue of the magazine.
We make no apologies publishing information
about electrocutions, injuries and accidents.
Hopefully the experience of others and the
description of the incident will prove a sufﬁcient
deterrent to stop others doing the same.
The year 2005/06 was not a good year for
electrocutions – six excluding the death of a
train surfer. It went very much against recent
trends. While the ﬁrst half of 2006/07 has been
fatality free, 2007 itself has not started well with
the electrocution of a reblocker who probably
died after touching a split conduit which had
lost its insulation qualities through deterioration
and/or modiﬁcation.
There is probably an abundance of split
conduits within Victoria’s older properties

and the wiring in many of them could also have
lost their insulation qualities. We appeal to the
electrical industry to highlight to customers the
problems with this old installation method which
was probably phased out in the 1950s.
It is important for other tradespeople to keep a
careful eye out for split conduits and ensure they
are properly checked by licensed electricians or
inspectors to see if they are “live” or not before
going anywhere near them.
Everyday gasﬁtters are at risk of electric shocks
when working near metallic pipes. We have
an article discussing the dangers and a list of
recommended precautions which should be
taken.
I could go on but rather than discuss every
article in this issue, why don’t you go and see
for yourself. There is something for everyone.
David Guthrie-Jones
dguthriejones@esv.vic.gov.au
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ESV’S NEW WEBSITE WILL MAKE BUSINESS EASIER
Work is underway developing ESV’s new
website.

OCEI and OGS with a combined front page.

ESV has consulted a number of people and
organisations, including representatives of the
electrical and gas trades to determine what is
required of the new site.

Apart from improving the information on the site
and the access to it, the new website will enable
stakeholders to undertake electronically some of
the business transactions they regularly perform
with ESV.

With research into the needs analysis almost
complete, attention has turned to developing
the design features of the site and to reviewing
– and where necessary – updating and
changing the content.

The ability of Licensed Electrical Workers,
Registered Electrical Contractors and Licensed
Electrical Inspectors to renew licences and
registrations on-line will be the ﬁrst new service
to be available through the web.

The new website will deliver a number of
improvements compared to the existing site,
which basically comprises the sites of the former

The on-line purchasing and lodgement of
certiﬁcates of electrical safety will be improved
through the new website, and the process for

FRONT COVER: It may not be the most attractive picture used on the front cover of energysafe but it certainly
sends a very stark message. The picture shows some of what is left of a badly deteriorated piece of electrical
installation split conduit. It was removed from a house where a man was electrocuted in early January when it is
believed a metal tool he was using to reblock the properties touched the conduit which was “live”. It is feared that
there are many split conduits in Victorian property which are now “live” because of modiﬁcation and deterioration.
Read about the problem and what ESV is doing about it on page 3.
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obtaining electrical appliance approvals is one
of the other services which will be available
on–line in due course.
Within the next few months, ESV also proposes
to start processing new applications for licences
and registrations on-line for those who require it.
The number of transactions which stakeholders
will be able to undertake electronically with ESV
will increase signiﬁcantly in the years ahead.
Notiﬁcations will be provided to stakeholders
when the new website is up and running.
Stakeholders will also be told when the
electronic transaction processes become
available.

TO ADVERTISE IN
energysafe
For advertising information and bookings
contact Barry Telfer of Barry Telfer Media
Services on Ph: (03) 9579 7787, Fax: (03)
9579 7782 or by email at btms@patash.com.au
Bookings are now being taken for the next
and subsequent issues of energysafe.
Our attractive advertising rates are as follows:
Full page

$5000

Half page

$2500

One third page

$1700

Quarter page

$1500
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ANOTHER ELECTROCUTION RESULTING
FROM CONTACT WITH A “LIVE” SPLIT CONDUIT
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Another photo of the section of the deteriorated and “live” split conduit.

One of the tools use by the reblocker who was electrocuted.

ESV has issued an appeal seeking the support of the electrical
industry – RECs, LEIWs and LEIs – to raise the awareness of property
owners and other trades people to the dangers of electrical metallic
split conduits which can be found in many older properties across
the State.
It is ESV’s view that due to age and possible modiﬁcations over the years,
the wiring in some split conduits has lost it’s earthing continuity and
become “live”.
The warning follows the death of a man while reblocking a house in
Hawthorn in early January. It is the third fatality to be recorded in the
State over the past few years involving “live” split conduits, and raises
some very serious questions about the condition of elderly conduits still
existing in many properties and what can be done to get them replaced.
The warning urges the electrical industry to encourage owners to re-wire
their properties if the split conduits are showing any signs of deterioration.
At the very least they should be urged to install safety switches as a stop
gap measure until the re-wiring can take place.
ESV has also issued warnings to a whole range of tradespeople – such as
plumbers, gasﬁtters, building workers, air conditioning and security alarm
installers, reblockers and home renovators – to be extremely cautious if
and when they encounter these conduits while going about their work.
ESV strongly advises tradespeople and home renovators to:
– Stay well clear of split conduits;
– Arrange for a suitably qualiﬁed person – a licensed electrician or a
licensed electrical inspector – to carry out tests on such conduits
to ensure they are not “live” before work starts; and,
– Warn the property owner or customer of the dangers of split conduits
and the need to engage a registered electrical contractor to check
that they are safe.
For these other trades, the use of voltage meters is not recommended
as the sole method to determine whether the conduits are “live” or not.
ESV provided the technical expertise for the WorkSafe Victoria
investigation into the Hawthorn death. The death was originally thought
to be natural causes until the Forensic Pathologist determined that it was
an electrocution.
The dead man had been engaged by the owner of the house to carry out

the re-blocking. He was working in the subﬂoor area directly beneath the
lounge room when it is believed a metal tool he was using contacted
a metal conduit that was live. Tests showed that the conduit was “live”
at voltages that varied from 90 to 100 volts AC to earth.
ESV investigations have not been able to determine if the “live” conduit
was the result of not being installed correctly or failure due to age.
Investigators found that other electrical work had been carried out since
the installation of the conduit which was badly corroded in places.
This incident is the third recorded electrocution in Victoria over the past
few years resulting from inadvertent contact with a “live” section of metal
conduit.
– In one previous instance, a ﬂoor stumper or reblocker was killed in
1995. He contacted a section of conduit which was not earthed while
the insulation of the cables enclosed in the conduit had deteriorated
to such an extent that it was “live”.
– In the other incident, a person installing a security alarm contacted
a “live” conduit when working in the ceiling space of a commercial
premises in 2000.
Warnings about the dangers of “live” electrical metallic conduits were
issued by the Ofﬁce of the Chief Electrical Inspector following each fatality.
The method of installing single insulated cables in a metal conduit can
still be found in many older homes in the State. It was phased out in the
1950s. The conduits were manufactured of mild steel, formed almost into
a complete circle without the seam being joined. The conduit was then
painted black.
Conduit ﬁttings include elbows, tees, junction boxes and couplings and
these are connected to the conduit by clamping.
These conduit systems were designed to enclose single insulated cables
and were required to be earthed. The original earthing continuity is
dependent on paint being removed from the ends of the conduit prior
to the conduit being inserted into the ﬁttings and that the screws on the
ﬁttings are adequately tightened.
Unfortunately, as has become all too apparent, earthing continuity can
be lost in the long term through deterioration or modiﬁcation.
For further information contact Energy Safe Victoria on (03) 9203 9700,
1800 800 158 or info@esv.vic.gov.au

Handy safety hint.
It is safe practice to wear rubber or plastic soled shoes when using electrical appliances in laundries,
on concrete ﬂoors or out of doors. Many victims of serious electrical accidents are barefooted.
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ELECTRICIANS TO RECEIVE FREE GREEN TRAINING
It’s not easy being green.
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That’s why NECA, after winning a tender
from Sustainability Victoria, will be training
licensed electricians nationally in energy
efﬁcient and environmentally sustainable
electrical products, technology and
installations.
Philip Green, Chief Executive Ofﬁcer of NECA
Victoria said the new training and accreditation
program was a necessary step forward in
meeting the rising demand for energy efﬁcient
products and technology in both the consumer
and commercial markets.
“There’s a growing awareness of energy
efﬁciency issues, driven by concern with
greenhouse gases and climate change, and
energy costs are set to rise,” says Philip.
“We recognise there is a market starting to
develop, but most contractors do not currently
have the skills or the knowledge to offer a
viable market solution. We realised the time
was right for training electricians to be more
environmentally aware.”
There are a lot of new products which are not
necessarily well known to contractors, let alone

consumers, says Philip, and the market is only
going to get bigger.
Changes to the building code in 2006,
particularly in commercial buildings, means
there are new demands to meet energy
efﬁciency requirements. Given that it’s often
the electricians who make decisions like which
lighting to use, it’s important that contractors
have the skills and knowledge to explain the
options to consumers.
Philip is keen to point out that this isn’t telling
electricians how to do their job. It’s about telling
them how they can market the new products,
the new technologies and new strategies to
their customers. “It’s about expanding their
business opportunities. There’s an emerging
market,” he says. ”It’s an exciting time.”
The Green Electricians program will cover
technology options, product awareness,
reference materials and marketing tools to
assist contractors. In the pilot program NECA
will include legislative requirements, lighting,
power management and control, pumps, fans
and motors, heating and cooling equipment
and solar power as an alternative power option.

Courses will be offered free to all contractors
and licensed electricians in Australia, and will be
held at times that will not affect normal working
hours.
The program will be piloted in Melbourne and
Sydney with up to 50 electricians then rolled out
nationally in metropolitan and regional centres
throughout 2007. NECA expects to train 1000
electrical contractors and staff in the ﬁrst year.
While there is already signiﬁcant public
awareness of Green Plumbers who are busy
installing water tanks and grey water systems
throughout the country, there is a need to
promote the idea of green electricians to the
community.
NECA plans to promote the use of accredited
Green Electricians, branded as EcoSmart
Electricians, through local government, state
and federal advertising and promotional
campaigns with energy retailers. There will also
be a specially designed website.
The dates and times for the training courses
will be publicised by NECA in May. For more
information contact Rod Lovett, phone at NECA
(03) 9645 5533 or email rodl@neca.asn.au.

ANOTHER HOT AIR BALLOON HITS POWERLINES
Following a series of near miss situations
across Victoria, ESV is warning that it may
take punitive action – prosecutions or issuing
infringement notices – against owners and or
pilots of hot air balloons which hit powerlines.
Director of Energy Safety, Ken Gardner, said
that ESV would use all powers at its disposal to
ensure there were no tragedies resulting from
balloons hitting powerlines.
“If we have to prosecute people to get the
message through that it is both illegal and highly
dangerous to land a hot air balloon within 45
metres of an overhead powerline, then so be it.”
In early January a balloon hit a SWER (single
wire earth return) line when it came into land
in a paddock opposite the Tarrawarra Art
Museum on the Healesville to Yarra Glen Road.
Fortunately no injuries were reported.
The Yarra Valley is a popular region for scenic
hot air balloon ﬂights.
Following the incident, the balloon company
sent a report on what happened to the Civil
Aviation Safety Authority and forwarded a copy
to ESV.

In May last year, eight passengers and the pilot
of another hot air balloon had a narrow escape
when it struck a SWER line at a property near
Skipton in western Victoria.
ESV’s investigation of this particular incident
revealed that while the pilot sighted one
powerline and navigated clear of it, he was
not aware of another line a short distance
away until it was too late.
The upper canopy of the balloon assembly
struck the line.
There was another hot air balloon and powerline
incident in May 2005. On this occasion, a
balloon made contact with three phase 22kV
conductors outside a property at Nooramunga
Road, Goorambat near Benalla. Fortunately
there were no injuries this time either.
In a statement to ESV’s predecessor, the OCEI,
the pilot said he was coming into land to swap
over passengers. He saw some powerlines but
he did not see others because the sun was in
his eyes and the balloon made contact with
them.

Ken Gardner told energysafe that ESV had no
intention of curtailing the popular activity of hot
air ballooning but owners and pilots of balloons
needed to exercise a great deal of care when
ﬂying anywhere near powerlines.
“When developing ﬂight plans, they should
make themselves aware of the location of
powerlines and then do everything to keep well
clear of them. Weather conditions can easily
affect hot air ballooning and pilots must ensure
they don’t land anywhere near powerlines in
either emergency or normal situations.
“Landing within 45 metres of a powerline is
a breach of the Electricity Safety Act and the
Electricity Safety (Network Assets) Regulations
and is a serious offence.
“Fortunately we have been lucky up to now that
people have not been killed or seriously injured
because of contact between hot air balloons
and powerlines. But the risk is there and we
do not want something that gives people both
excitement and pleasure to turn into a tragedy,”
said Ken.

WORKSAFE WARNING ON WORKING IN CONFINED SPACES
WorkSafe recently issued a warning about the
dangers of working in conﬁned spaces and
being overcome by dangerous gases.

(silos and water tanks), construction and
manufacturing, warehousing, the water industry,
even retail (refrigerated storerooms etc).

WorkSafe’s Manufacturing and Logistics
Director, Trevor Martin, said: “Work in conﬁned
spaces with poor ventilation has led to deaths
and it’s essential that appropriate controls and
training are in place to manage these risks.

“Community expectations about employers
properly managing these risks had grown and
was being reﬂected in court decisions involving
those who failed to meet their obligations,” Mr
Martin said.

“In some cases people just ‘go to sleep’ and
don’t wake up.

Late last year, a timber treatment company
was convicted and ﬁned $40,000 for failing to
have proper procedures in place for welding in
conﬁned spaces.

“These are issues for people in agriculture
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While welding inside a tank at the ﬁrm’s plant
in March 2003 a man vomited, experienced
dizziness and had difﬁculty breathing.

Handy safety hint.
All gas cooking appliances should be
checked at least every two years by a
licensed gasﬁtter to ensure that they
are safe and efﬁcient.
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WHAT IS BEING DONE TO PUSH
THE “LOOK UP AND LIVE” MESSAGE

Two drivers and a farmer were electrocuted on
Victorian farms in 2006 when the trays of trucks
hit powerlines while making bulk deliveries.
The drivers and property owners were aware of
the proximity of powerlines when the incidents
occurred.
Awareness activities underway include
– Screening on regional television station of
ESV’s new “Look Up And Live” commercial
which directly targets truck drivers and
farmers. Equivalent radio commercials are
also being broadcast on regional radio
stations.
– Distribution of ESV’s “Look Up And Live”
brochure which also focuses on powerline
safety on farms. The overriding message
of the brochure is: “Be Alert, Be Aware
– Overhead Powerlines Are Always There.”
– Distribution of the ESV “Look Up And Live”
stickers. One of the stickers can be placed
on the inside of windscreens and details
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the safe working distances which must be
observed between trucks, machinery and
power poles.
– Distribution of the ESV poster detailing the
three truck and powerline contacts resulting
in electrocutions in 2006.
– Supply of awareness material to members
of the Victorian Limestone Producers
Association and the Victorian Branch of the
Australian Fertiliser Services Association.
– Undertaking a regional television, radio and
newspaper campaign jointly with electricity
distribution companies, SP AusNet and
Powercor Australia.
– Supply of awareness material to WorkCover
for distribution at farm ﬁeld days across
Victoria.
– Raising awareness among farmers through
publishing “Look Up And Live” material
in the Victorian Farmers Federation Farm
Safe Guide.
Supplies of stickers and brochures are
available from ESV by telephoning 9203 9700
or 1800 800 158. Alternatively send an email
to info@esv.vic.gov.au
For other articles about the “Look Up And
Live” Campaign, see pages 21 & 22.

The electrocution of a 51-year-old farmer at
Mudgeegonga in the north east of Victoria
in April last year when a tip truck touched
overhead powerlines has had a sequel in court.
The driver of the truck from South Australia was
charged by ESV with operating the truck within
the prescribed two metre clearance zone of the
powerline at the property, contrary to Regulation
40 of the Electricity Safety (Network Asset)
Regulations 1999.

5
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With bulk deliveries of lime and fertiliser
supplies underway to Victorian farms, ESV is
working with a number of other organisations
and pursuing its own initiatives to raise
awareness of “Look Up And Live” and
prevent a recurrence of last year’s death
toll involving trucks and overhead powerlines
on rural properties.

TRUCK DRIVER
FINED OVER
FARMER’S DEATH

The case was heard in the Wangaratta
Magistrates Court on 8 February. The defendant
was convicted, ﬁned $1000 and ordered to pay
costs of $1750.
The court was told the farmer was probably
touching the truck when it hit the 12 700 volt
powerline.
The defendant had raised the tip trailer of the
truck to its full extension of 10.41 metres while
making a delivery of lime at the property. The
height of the powerline was 8.615, well above the
minimum required height of 5.5 metres.
The court was also told both the truck driver and
the farmer were aware of the powerline above
the vehicle and proceeded to unload it – with
tragic consequences.
The incident was fully reported in Issue 4 of
energysafe.
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WARNING FOR GASFITTERS ON METALLIC
PIPEWORK AND ELECTRICITY
6
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The importance and beneﬁts of electricity are indisputable.
All it takes, is a power outage to remind us how much our lives
depend on it. However, electricity can become a lethal trap as
it is invisible and odourless.
By its very nature, the job of a gasﬁtter is not an easy one. On any
one day you could be confronted by a dangerous mixture involving
for instance: combustible gases, electricity and metallic pipes.
This article is intended to raise the awareness of gasﬁtters of the
dangers of electricity – and recommend precautions which should be
taken when working on metallic gas pipes.
The Electricity System
The Multiple Earthed Neutral (MEN) system was ﬁrst introduced in
Victoria in the 1930s and over several decades it has become an
Australian Standard as the electrical earthing system for most parts of
Australia. The major feature of this system is that the neutral conductor
is connected to an earth system which includes the metallic water pipes
at the supply distribution substation, and the earthing system at every
customer’s building or house.
Electric current may ﬂow within any metallic gas piping system.
The presence of electric current may be due to the following factors:
1. Certain metallic pipework and appliances that are connected to the
gas pipes are required to be connected to the customer’s electrical
earthing system. This provides an equipotential bonding arrangement
which minimises the risk of an indirect electric shock between
exposed conductive parts of electrical equipment and the metallic
pipes.
2. Under normal operations, the majority of the electricity returns to the
electricity supply substation through the neutral conductor. Some of
the current will return to the substation through the earthing system
and the ground. Depending on the neutral conductor resistance, the
earthing system resistance and the current (amperes) being drawn,
it is quite common for the MEN point (including the earthed metallic
pipes) to be raised to a potential of several volts above earth.
3. During an electrical fault (faulty appliances or electrical wiring,
a high resistance neutral connection, or open circuited neutral
conductor), the earthing system including any earthed metallic pipes
become the main path for electricity to return to the electricity supply
substation. An electrical fault, which even occurs in the adjacent
premises, may still affect the metallic pipes that you are working on,
even if the electricity supply is not turned on.

4. In some situations electric currents are deliberately applied to metallic
pipes as part of a corrosion prevention program, or
5. Stray electric currents from rail and tram tracks using buried pipes as
the path of least resistance back to the electrical source.
The Dangers
When there is a voltage present on any metallic pipe, a person may
receive an electric shock if any part of the body makes contact with the
metallic pipe. This voltage may be between the pipe and the ground or
between two sections of a metallic pipe or between two different pipes.
Depending on the level voltage rise on the metallic pipe, the amount of
current ﬂowing through a person’s body, the duration of the contact,
and the parts of the person’s body involved, the severity of the shock
may range from a sensational tingle to a fatal electrical shock.
Furthermore, by the nature of their work, gasﬁtters generally encounter
the more dangerous situation when they are required to make or to break
a connection in the metallic pipe; for example: replace meter, valves,
stove, or any other ﬁttings or appliances. The worker not only faces the
possibility of lethal electric shock but also the potential of an explosion
due to the presence of any combustible gas and electrical sparks created
when making a break in the metallic pipe carrying electric current.
Therefore, in the interests of the safety of workers and general public,
ESV recommends that gasﬁtters should develop and adhere to safe work
practices when working on metallic gas pipes.
Electrical Safety Precautions
Great care must be taken when carrying out repairs or extending existing
gas pipework. The following precautions are recommended to avoid
electrically dangerous situations which may develop when working on
metallic pipes.
Before any existing metallic gas pipe, which forms part of an electrical
earth system, is cut or uncoupled, the following must apply:
a) Wear appropriate personal protective equipment
b) A bridging conductor, ﬁtted with suitable clamps and having a current
rating of not less than 70 A, shall be connected across the intended
gap; Select locations so that the bridging conductor will cause
minimum restriction to work to be done
c) Where the clamps are to be connected, the pipe shall be cleaned
to bare metal
d) The electrical bridge shall not be broken or removed until all work
on the pipe is completed.

NEW GASFITTING NOTICES AVAILABLE
In a previous issue of energysafe, ESV explained that new Gasﬁtting
Notices were being introduced. They are now available from selected
plumbing outlets or can be downloaded from the ESV website.
From July 2007, only the new Notices will be accepted.
There are now two versions of the Gasﬁtting Notice, one applicable
to Type B appliances and one for general gas installation work.
The new Notices include a Gasﬁtting (Start Work) Notice, and a Gasﬁtting
(Compliance) Notice. The printed pads of Notices contain a copy for
your records.
New requirements include:
– Name of LPG gas supplier, if applicable.
(To enable ESV to provide gas supply approval to correct company)
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– A second-hand appliance check sheet where applicable.
(Available from website)
– A pressure test sheet for installations over 10kPa.
(Available from website)
Information to assist users is provided on the web and in the printed form.
All relevant sections are to be completed or the Notice could be returned
to the sender. ESV will not amend incorrect or incomplete Notices as they
are legal documents.
Notices can be faxed to (03) 9894 8924 or posted to ESV at 15A Ceylon St
Nunawading 3131.
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ABB drives for
HVAC applications
Your job, as a HVAC professional, is to create a comfortable environment
for people working or enjoying their free time. At ABB, our job is to make
your life easier to achieve these goals. We have done this by designing a new,
ready-to-play AC drive. It is tailor-made for supply and return fans,
circulation and booster pumps, condenser and roof-top fans
as well as many other HVAC applications.

One drive range for the entire building
- 0.75 to 355 kW, 400 V, IP 21 and IP 54

ABB's patented swinging DC chokes
- reducing harmonics by up to 25 per cent

14 pre-configured and well-documented
HVAC software solutions
- for straightforward design and smooth start-up

Real-time clock and calendar
- providing true time and date stamps
to drive events

Built-in timers
- eliminating the need for external
timer circuits

Built-in EMC filter
- eliminating the need for external filtering

Three interactive assistants
- for quick start-up, timely
maintenance and efficient diagnostics

Peace of mind comes
as part of the package.

ABB variable speed drives are also available
from authorised distributors displaying this logo.

For more product information, please contact Fiona Hornstra on (03) 8544 0122.
www.abb.com/motors&drives

ABB offer a full range of automation products. To obtain a free
copy of our latest catalogue, please call 1300 660 299.
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ESV’S AUDIT OF BUSHFIRE PREPAREDNESS
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Electricity safety legislation requires
distribution and transmission companies
to annually submit to ESV for approval their
plans for the mitigation of bushﬁres starting
from their assets. After the plans are received
and audits undertaken, ESV has to report
its ﬁndings to the Minister for Energy and
Resources.

For the summer of 2006/07, ESV reported that
the companies had largely completed both their
inspections, and priority programmed works,
in hazardous bushﬁre risk areas by the time the
Country Fire Authority issued the declarations
of the Fire Danger Period.
Companies audited by ESV were;
AGL Electricity, AGL Hydro Partnership,
CitiPower Ltd, Powercor Australia Ltd,
SPI Electricity Pty Ltd, SPI PowerNet Pty Ltd,
and United Energy Ltd.
Some of these companies have what
are termed signiﬁcant electrical assets
in “hazardous bushﬁre risk areas”.
ESV told the Minister that its auditor had
advised that the companies were largely
complying with their Bushﬁre Mitigation
and Vegetation Management Plans.

The auditor reported that the majority
of recommendations recorded in the
2005/2006 ESV audit report were addressed
by the companies concerned. Signiﬁcant
improvements had been made by some
companies in strategies to reduce the risk
of ﬁres starting.

The required clearances between vegetation
and overhead electric lines had been complied
within the hazardous bushﬁre risk areas visited
by the ESV auditor.
“Overall, the companies audited were seen to
be carrying out their stated plans to mitigate
the risk of ﬁres stating from their aerial electrical
assets in hazardous bushﬁre risk areas,” said
the report.
16 January 2007
Inquiries are underway into the circumstances
resulting in the selective load shedding across
Victoria when the major transmission link
between NSW and Victoria via the Snowy
scheme tripped on Tuesday, 16 January.
It is understood the line tripped due to smoke
from a ﬁre in a pine plantation. It was a very

hot day – temperatures hovered around the
The inspections and priority works were
40 deg. C mark in Melbourne – and a new
completed ahead of the Fire
Danger
Periods
Handy
safety
hint. record electricity demand record of over
being declared – even though the declarations
9000 MW
was set.
and followcompared
the manufacturer’s
operating
wereAlways
brought consult
forward signiﬁcantly
to
instructions
for yourofgas
appliances
– these
notes
are highly
previous
years because
dry conditions
and
The
line tripped
around 4 pm and the required
and
should
be adhered
unseasonal hot important
weather in the
middle
of spring.
loadto.
shedding resulted in trafﬁc problems with

trafﬁc lights ceasing to operate. Ofﬁces and
homes lost lights, air conditioning etc. while
people were trapped in lifts.

Repair crews could not immediately access
the line because of the smoke and ﬁres.
It was eventually restored at 12.30 am the
following day.

TESTING TRAI

“One of the worst bushﬁre crises in the
state’s history”

e
co
a

With bushﬁres raging across many parts of
the State, Premier Steve Bracks declared on
Wednesday 17 January that Victoria was in the
grip of the one of the worst bushﬁre crises in
the state’s history.
New and Expanded Train
Now Available
“I think it will go down as one of our worst
Do you...
bushﬁre episodes in Victoria ever, and that’s
� want to refresh your skills?
saying something in the state that had the
1939
� know more about Fault Loop Imped
ﬁres, the 1983 ﬁres and even the 2002/03 Fault
ﬁres.
Current and more?

� carry out electrical installation, main
“These are is the worst bushﬁre conditions
we
repairs and modification work?
have ever had in Victoria’s history because
it this completed work?
� test
is going to go on and it is going to get worse.
� sign Certificates of Electrical Safety
completed work complies with the

“We have never encountered this in Victoria
the Electricity Safety (Installation) R
Wiring Rules?
before,” he said.

� wish to register as an Approved Hom

Handy safety hint. If you answered yes, to any of the abov
you need to refresh your s
Tell your customers:
must stress in the strongest possible
cord
Make sure the ﬂexible cord on “We
electrical work and equipment is the key
reels is fully unwound. Overheating
electrical installation is safe.”
Ken Gardner, Dire
may occur if used to supply high
wattage appliances when coiled.

Call 03 9645 5533 or

visit our website www.ne

TESTING TRAINING
New and
expanded
courses now
available!

New and Expanded Training Courses
Now Available
Do you...
� want to refresh your skills?
� know more about Fault Loop Impedance, Voltage Drop,
Fault Current and more?
� carry out electrical installation, maintenance, alterations,
repairs and modification work?
� test this completed work?
� sign Certificates of Electrical Safety and certify that the
completed work complies with the Electrical Safety Act,
the Electricity Safety (Installation) Regulations and the
Wiring Rules?
� wish to register as an Approved Home Safety Inspector?
If you answered yes, to any of the above, then

energysafe advertorial – an article supplied by NECA

APPRENTICES OF THE YEAR
NECA CEO Philip Green recently announced the launch of the 2007 Apprentice of the
Year Awards. The prestigious awards which began in 1983 recognised the best electrical
apprentice for the year, judged by a panel of industry representatives. As the industry has
expanded this year sees the award categories expanded to three to reﬂect the broad range of
work that apprentices can be exposed to. They are Commercial/Residential, Communications
and Industrial.
Philip said: “Last year’s nominations were of an excellent quality and the winners outstanding.”
NECA expects this years nominations to reach record levels with more contractors looking to
have their apprentices recognised for their abilities.
The inaugural winner, Michael Welsford says that winning the award was a huge thrill. “Back then
I did not even know that my boss had nominated me. I remember that I had to attend an interview
which was followed a few days later by a practical examination of our skills.”
Michael, who began his apprenticeship with H.J Electrics, says the whole process has proved to
be of great beneﬁt to him. “I was pretty pleased that my boss even thought enough of me to
nominate me. When I won it was a very humbling experience, but it gave me a tremendous amount
of conﬁdence to trust my own abilities. So much so, that shortly out of my time, my boss sent me to
Sydney as a foreman on a major job we were doing up there. I am pretty sure that I would not have
had the conﬁdence to take on something like that if not for the Awards.”
Michael stayed with H. J Electrics for a few more years and then started his own contracting
business about ten years ago. Continued growth has seen Michael employ a number of apprentices.
He says: “I would encourage any employer to nominate their kids. Let them be recognised by the
industry. If you reckon they have outstanding abilities then by all means encourage them in their
search for excellence. The fact that you nominate them, tells them what you really think of them
as tradesmen.”

you need to refresh your skills!

The 2006 Electrical Sector winner was Luke Ismail, of Worldwide Electrics a second time winner who
was also recognised in 2005 with an Apprentice of the Year Award in the Communications Sector.

“We must stress in the strongest possible terms that testing of
electrical work and equipment is the key to ensuring an
electrical installation is safe.”
Ken Gardner, Director of Energy Safety

Luke was described by the Chairman of the Review Committee as… “a fourth year apprentice who
stood out as extremely loyal to his employer and we could see he ﬁts in well with the company.”

Call 03 9645 5533 or

“In the past we have also presented the winners at our State Awards of Excellence,” said Philip.

visit our website www.neca.asn.au

State winners are recognised at an industry function and then automatically entered into the
national award.
The National winners have received prizes that include overseas trips. “The industry supports
this concept very well and sees the importance and value in recognising the level of achievement.
We are, of course, talking about our industry’s future and the standards that can be achieved.”
Information regarding the Apprentice Awards can be obtained by contacting NECA on 03 9645 5533
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ESV ISSUES ELECTRICIAN’S LICENCE NUMBER 40 000
9
summerautumn

ABOVE: Daryl Hunter – issued with Victorian electrician’s licence number 40 000.

ESV has reached quite a milestone with the
issuing of the 40 000th Victorian electrician’s
licence. That’s 40 000 since the ﬁrst licence
was issued way back in 1920.

During the apprenticeship he worked ﬁrstly for a
local company in Morwell and then spent some
time working for ABB involved during the major
project upgrading the Yallourn W Power Station.

And the “lucky” holder of Electrician’s Licence
number 40 000 is Daryl Hunter from Traralgon
who completed his apprenticeship in July 2006
and is shortly off to join the Royal Australian
Navy to see the world.

After completing his apprenticeship, Daryl had
short spells with Bilﬁnger Berger at Yallourn and
then with Alstom at Hazelwood Power Station.

Daryl started his apprenticeship when he was
accepted into the Gippsland Group Training mid
year intake in 2002. The organisation was his
employer and training provider for the duration
of his apprenticeship.

He is now waiting to start his 11 week recruit
training at the RAN’s Crib Point base which he
expects will happen around the middle to late
March. As a qualiﬁed electrician, he enters the
service as an Able Seaman – as opposed to
an ordinary seaman – and will be fast tracked
up the promotion ladder.

“I have always wanted to join one of the
defence forces, but I wanted to complete
my apprenticeship and work for a while
beforehand. Apart from serving in ships
and travelling, the Navy will provide me with
a good opportunity to advance my skills.”
A Latrobe Valley boy brought up in Churchill,
Daryl has signed on for the minimum four
years with the Navy but proposes to stay longer.
“When it’s time to come ashore I will always
have my trade,” he said.

MUTUAL RECOGNITION OF TRADESPEOPLES’ LICENCES
The skills of tradespeople – including
electrical workers and plumbers and gasﬁtters
– are now recognised across state boundaries
thanks to an agreement between governments.

A communique issued by the Council for the
Australian Federation in early February said
governments had jointly signed a declaration
enabling skilled workers to move freely within
Australia.
The agreement came into force on 22 February.
There will be a website explaining the scheme

– and a link will be provided from the ESV site
at www.esv.vic.gov.au under “Licensing and
Registration”.

Under the agreement, there is mutual
recognition across Australia of occupational
licences in 22 occupations in six priority trade
areas. Others will follow.
The initial trade areas are: electricians,
plumbers, carpenters, joiners and bricklayers,
refrigeration and air conditioning mechanics,
and auto gas installers.

Apart from electricians, other related workers
affected by the agreement include electrical
ﬁtters, lineworkers, cable jointers and
tradespeople with restricted electrical licences.
The reference to plumbers includes gasﬁtters.
Under the agreement, a tradesperson moving
interstate can apply for an equivalent licence
in that state in order to do the same work.
The state concerned would normally issue
an equivalent licence – if there is one.

New ProTag Optima System
Australia’s Most Compact Appliance
Testing and Tag Printing System.
The new ProTag Optima System tests portable appliances and RCDs,
and prints test tags in a compact system weighing only around 2kg.
No interface cables between the tester, printer and scanner provide
maximum mobility on construction sites, factories and workshops.
Light weight, wireless, battery powered and with logging of visual
inspections and risk assessments, the Optima System guarantees
greater efficiency, huge time savings and a lower cost per tag.
Call EMONA Instruments on tel: 03 9889 0427 email: testinst@emona.com.au or www.protag.com.au
ESV.Issue#7.FA.indd 9
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AN ANSWER TO AVOIDING FIRES CAUSED BY
DOWNLIGHTS?
10
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A solution to the problem of ﬁres caused by downlights contacting insulation bats.

Two licensed electricians and their carpenter friend have developed an
amazingly simple product which could be a very effective solution to
the problem of ﬁres caused by downlights contacting insulation bats.
Electricians Frankie Nigro and Dean Kirkman, and carpenter John
Giordana, have taken out a provisional 12 month patent and have also
registered the name of their product – the “Downlight Buddy”.
The “inventors” have successfully used their product in a number of
installations and are now trying to assess its likely demand by the
electrical and building industry before deciding whether it is worth
arranging for its production.
The “Downlight Buddy” basically comprises four light metal prongs or
arms, which are bent, ﬂattened and welded or riveted together at the top.
The arms can be squeezed together and the device pushed up through
the hole in the plaster ceiling where the downlight is to be located.
Once through the hole, the protector can be positioned with the angled
edges at the bottom of the arms secured ﬁrmly into the plaster. The length
of the arms can be varied to suit different locations but the end result is
that the insulation bat is pushed away from the light.
With the bat out of the way, air can travel freely around the downlight
and transformer to keep temperatures down. Where “insul ﬂuff” products
are used for insulation in roofs, a thermal sock can be placed over the
“Downlight Buddy” to achieve the same result.
To appreciate the simplicity of the invention, just look at the pictures!
While the product is particularly useful for installing in inaccessible ceiling
spaces, it does the same job in roofs where there is room to move around.

As the electrical industry is all too aware, downlights have become a
popular lighting feature. What is also well known is that downlights emit
heat, and when loose insulation and/or other foreign material or objects
in the roof cavity contact the light ﬁxture, ﬁres can result.
Current building and wiring regulations prescribe that ﬁre resistant
barriers be provided where there is loose insulation surrounding the
downlights in order to maintain a separation between the insulation
and the lights and transformers.
The three friends came up with the idea when confronted with the
problem of ﬁtting some 26 to 30 downlights in accessible ceilings in each
of some 300 apartments in Melbourne. Development of the product took
six months before the patent application.
Frankie, who has also successfully installed the product in his own home,
told energysafe that everyone who had seen the “Downlight Buddy” was
impressed by it.
“We are now trying to ﬁnd out what sort of demand there is for the
product and investigating the pricing implications. We do know that it is
completely different to other products on the market. For instance our
protector dissipates heat while the others do not.
“There have been various devices developed comprising ﬁre-resistant
housings that are adapted to be integrally formed with the downlight or
ﬁtted around it. Some of these devices are pretty complex and expensive
and often have to be purchased in conjunction with the downlight.”
You can ﬁnd out more the “Downlight Buddy” by contacting Frank on
0417 050 995 and/or visiting the website www.downlightbuddy.com.au.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN TRAINING TO BECOME A
LICENSED ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR? – ESV SEEKS NEW RECRUITS
ESV and the electrical industry have been concerned for a number
of years at the shortage of licensed electrical inspectors, particularly
to cover some of Victoria’s regional areas, and the need to increase
recruitment rates.
It appears that things are about to change with an encouraging degree of
interest being shown in training courses for licensed electrical inspectors
which are proposed for regional centres later this year.
The shortage of courses in country Victoria has been one of the problems
resulting in lower numbers of people becoming LEIs. To date only a small
number of people from the regions have elected to undertake the training,
and they have had to undergo both training and assessment in Melbourne.
The courses have been provided by the registered training organisations
whenever there is sufﬁcient demand for them.
ESV has now set the ball rolling for training courses to be provided
in regional Victoria. Following discussions with registered training
organisation, VICTEC, it has been agreed that the training course should

ESV.Issue#7.FA.indd 10

be delivered over a three week period consisting of two days the ﬁrst
week, two days the second week and three days in the third week.
ESV held meetings with the electrical industry at Benalla, Bairnsdale
and Wodonga towards the end of last year. The meetings were very well
attended and people wanting to undertake the training were asked to
register their interest either on-line or in writing to VICTEC
Because of the interest shown at the meetings, courses are planned
both for North East Victoria and Gippsland later this year. The ﬁrst of the
courses to be held at Shepparton starts on 21 March. There have been
more than 20 inquiries about this course.
This process is on going and further training courses can be held if there
is the required level of interest in them. ESV and VICTEC welcome all
inquiries about future training courses.
For further information contact VICTEC on (03) 9381 1922 or visit the
website www.victec.com.au
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QuickCable A4 ad
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the smart calculator
QuickCable-LTTM is a simple, easy to use cable sizing calculator, with many added functions,
including conduit sizing, maximum demand, fault-loop impedance and power factor correction.

$395.00

+GST

QuickCable-LT™ Features
Maximum Demand to
AS/NZS 3000:2000
Cable Sizing to AS/NZS 3008.1
Conduit Sizing
Fault Loop Impedance to
AS/NZS 3000:2000
Volt Drop Calculator
Fault Level Calculator
Circuit Breaker Selection
Time Current Curves
Power Factor Correction
Extensive Reporting
Internet Support

QuickCable-LTTM provides
the practical solution for
Electricians – Everything you
need to size cables, conduits
and check fault-loop
impedance for small jobs to
AS/NZS 3000 and
AS/NZS 3008.1
Quick to learn, easy to use.

PowerCad™ brings you innovative electrical design
software through ongoing research and development

www.powercad.com.au
info@powercad.com.au

ESV.Issue#7.FA.indd 11

PowerCad Software Pty. Ltd.
Suite 9, 118 Church Street
Hawthorn, Victoria 3122, Australia
Telephone: 61 3 9819 3853
Facsimile:
61 3 9819 4021
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ESV CONTINUES TO TRACK
DOWN NON-COMPLIANT
AND UNSAFE PRODUCTS
Another non-compliant and possibly unsafe
electrical product has been detected by ESV
and the process is underway to remove it
from sale.
The product is a magnifying lamp or Luminaire
with associated Fluorescent Lamp Ballast.
The nameplate label on the lamp has a NSW
approval number. The NSW Ofﬁce of Fair
Trading has conﬁrmed the approval number
does not apply to the lamp but to an electric
stove.
ESV has warned the suppliers of the lamp and
ballast that electrical equipment being supplied
without a valid approval marking is in breach of
Section 57(2) of the Electricity Safety Act 1998.
The penalty for non-compliance is up to $4,297
for an individual and up to $21,486 for
a company.
The suppliers have also been told that ESV is
concerned that the “Magnify Lamp” is unsafe
and would not comply with Australia Standards
AS/NZS 3128:1998 or AS/NZS 60598.2.4:1998.
ESV is also concerned that the Ballast is only
rated at 220 volt and could overheat when
operated at 240 volt.

ESV.Issue#7.FA.indd 12

ESV required the suppliers to provide a
statement advising of the following:
– detailed list of all shops where the electrical
equipment has been supplied;
– total number sold and number still in stock;
– actions proposed to ensure that all
prescribed electrical equipment without
a valid approval number is immediately
withdrawn from supply in Australia;
– evidence of compliance with Australian
Safety Standards, or if not, reasons why a
voluntary recall should not be undertaken
of the unsafe Luminaires already sold; and
– conﬁrmation that the suppliers understand
the relevant sections requirements of the
Electricity Safety Act covering the supply
of non compliant electrical products.
ESV also advised that under the Act it may
prohibit the supply or require the recall of
electrical equipment that is, or is likely to
become, by reason of its design or construction,
unsafe to use. Similar legislative requirements
apply in all States and Territories of Australia.

The non-compliant and possibly unsafe magnifying
lamp or Luminaire, and nameplate label.
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TOO MANY “HAIR RAISING” EXPERIENCES
ESV continues to be concerned at the regular reports it receives
of people suffering “electric shocks” from hair driers and hair
straighteners.

While the user does not receive an electric shock as such, he or she could
experience a ﬂash burn and certainly receive quite a fright.
Because hair dryers and straighteners are moved constantly during
operation and used nearly every day – sometimes more than once!
– the supply lead in some cases wears at the entry point of the dryer.
When the two conductors touch there is a bang, ﬂash of light and possibly
molten copper is emitted from the fault rupturing the cable.

13
summerautumn

These reports are investigated and invariably the cause of the problem
turns out to be a ruptured supply lead at the point of entry to the appliance.

It is important to note that electric shock in not likely to occur in this type
of failure and most hair dryers and straighteners do not fail.
The product safety standards subject all hair care appliances to 10,000
ﬂexings of the supply lead – more than twice that of other products.
To minimise the possibility of a supply lead failure, tell your customers:
– Don’t wrap the supply cord around the handle or body of the appliance.
– Do check the supply cord before each use prior to plugging in.
– Look for damage particularly near the plug and entry to the equipment.
– If damage is found or a fault could be suspected, have it repaired or
throw it away.
– Have safety switches installed at homes by a qualiﬁed electrician.
– Never leave an electrical appliance where it can fall into the bath
or basin.
Pictured: A hair straightener and ruptured supply lead.
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ACCREDITATION REQUIRED TO DESIGN AND
INSTALL SOLAR ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS.
14
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To receive the several Government funded rebates available by
people purchasing solar electric power systems, the designer and
installer must be accredited with the Australian Business Council for
Sustainable Energy (BCSE). The following questions and answers
were provided by Mike Russell, Manager of Accreditation and Training
for the BCSE.
Q. Who is the BCSE?
A. The BCSE is the peak body for Sustainable Energy policy, advocacy,
lobbying and accreditation in Australia.
Q. What is BCSE Accreditation?
A. There are several government–funded rebates available for people
purchasing solar electric power systems. To receive the rebate, the
designer and installer of the systems must be accredited with the
BCSE.
Q. What is a solar electric power system?
A. There are two distinct types of solar power systems – those
connected to the mains grid and those that stand-alone independent
of the grid. Both systems utilise renewable energy sources such as
solar, wind and hydro but the stand-alone system stores this energy
in a battery before inverting it to 240V AC for use in the house.

Q. What rebates are available?
A. The Photovoltaic Rebate Program (PVRP) currently offers $4 per
watt (up to a maximum of $4000). This will continue in 2007 but will
probably be targeted at grid-connected solar electric power systems.
The Rural Remote Power Generation Program (RRPGP) will also
continue, targeting the displacement of diesel fuel by installing
stand-alone solar electric power systems. The RRPGP ($123.5 million)
will be available in all states from July 2007 however its apportionment
has not yet been decided.
Q. Do you need to be a licensed electrician to become accredited?
A. The short answer is “no” as much of the system is extra low
voltage (ELV). However any work involving low voltage (LV), such as
connecting the inverter to the switchboard or connecting to the grid,
must be done by a licensed electrician. Many of our installers work
hand-in-hand with electricians, with some being licensed electricians.

Q. What happens if an installed system does not comply?
A. Should a complaint arise regarding a system installed by a BCSE
Accredited person, the BCSE will implement a disputes procedure to
investigate the complaint. In addition, the funders of the government
rebates also periodically inspect systems to verify compliance.
Q. Are installed systems ever inspected, by other bodies other than
Energy Safe Victoria?
A. Over the last three years there have been three rounds of inspections
funded by the Australian Greenhouse Ofﬁce. Qualiﬁed auditors travel
around Australia checking systems for compliance with the Standards.
Each year a report is presented highlighting the strengths and
weaknesses revealed by these audits.
Q. Where can I ﬁnd out more about BCSE Accreditation?
A. Locate the BCSE website at www.bcse.org.au and select 08 Installing
Renewables, Accreditation, Becoming Accredited, or, ring the BCSE
on 03 9349 3077, or, email accreditation@bcse.org.au
Read about green electricians on page 4.

What do you think
of energysafe?
Please let us have
your comments by fax at
(03) 9686 2197, or by email
at info@esv.vic.gov.au

Q. How can I become BCSE accredited?
A. There are currently seven TAFE modules required for a qualiﬁed
electrician to become both Stand-alone and Grid-connected
Accredited. Alternatively, if you’re experienced in the design and
installation of these systems, recognition of prior learning (RPL)
can be granted.
Q. Where can I study to become accredited?
A. The above modules can be studied at Chisholm, NMIT or Swinburne,
some offering both full and part-time courses. If you cannot attend
classes then correspondence courses are available from the TTSI
in Brisbane (formerly Brisbane North TAFE)
Q. How much does it cost to become BCSE accredited?
A. Provisional Accreditation is available for 18 months and costs $600
+ GST for this period. Then, Full Accreditation needs to be renewed
every 2 years and costs $400 + GST per year.
Q. What does BCSE Accreditation prove?
A. There are a number of Australian Standards other than AS3000 to
which solar electric power systems must comply. BCSE Accreditees
must demonstrate their compliance with these Standards.
The Standards are:
– AS4509: Stand-alone Power Systems
– AS4086: Secondary Batteries
– AS5033: Installation of Photovoltaic (PV) Arrays
– AS4077: Grid-connected Power Systems
Q. How do I renew my BCSE Accreditation?
A. Provisional Accreditation is provided for 18 months during which time
you must submit three (3) case studies of systems you have designed
and installed. Once fully Accredited, one case study every two years
is required.
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NECA APPOINTS ITS NEW NATIONAL CEO
NECA National president, Neville Palmer said,
“After an extensive recruitment process, James
Tinslay, with an outstanding track record as
chief executive ofﬁcer of the NSW New South
Wales Chapter, his experience in the electrical
and communications sector, and knowledge of
the issues and complexity of the industry, was
the unanimous choice.”
James Tinslay was CEO of the NSW Chapter
for more than 18 years.
Following his appointment, he said that he was
looking forward to building on the successes
of his predecessor while implementing
developments in key areas:

WORK RELATED
DEATH TOLL –
A MAJOR CONCERN
By early February there were six work related
deaths reported in Victoria – double that of the
same time last year.
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“The non-compliant electrical product challenge
facing Australia is real and increasing. NECA will
progress its role with regulators, manufacturers,
importers and distributors to assist in protecting
installers and consumers from product which
does not perform to Australian Standards or is
counterfeit.
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NECA has a new national chief executive
ofﬁcer following the appointment to the
role of James Tinslay, formerly head of the
organisation’s New South Wales Chapter. He
replaces Peter Glynn who resigned late last
year after more than 25 years in the role.

“Also, the skills mapping project, which is about
development of a comprehensive overview
of the training and licensing requirements
of participating ASEAN countries, launched
in November last year, is another important
project.
“It has the aim of raising skill levels to enable
the easier exchange of labour with our Asian
neighbours and I am very keen to progress this
project with a view to enhancing the ability of
Australian contractors to do business in the Asia
Paciﬁc region.”
Mr Palmer said that with the appointment,
NECA’s national ofﬁce would relocate from
Melbourne to Sydney.
WorkSafe Victoria’s Executive Director John
Merritt said that ﬁve deaths were reported
in January alone.
“To have six deaths in a little over four weeks
is a major concern because we know the
overwhelming number of workplace deaths
and injuries can be prevented.
“We also know that most businesses and
individuals are doing what they can to
maximise safety.

NECA’s new national chief executive ofﬁcer
James Tinslay
“What these ﬁgures tell us is that our earlier calls
for everyone to go ‘back to basics’ on their safety
assessments and actions, was justiﬁed and needs
to be re-stated.
“Everyone – workers, employers and contractors
– have clear roles to play in reducing the risk
of death and the 30,000 injuries – 82 a day –
which are reported each year”, said Mr Merritt.
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ELECTRICITY USED TO PROVIDE REEF RELIEF
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New corals growing on artiﬁcial reefs in Pemuteran, Bali. Using the Biorock process, an electrically conductive frame is welded together and anchored to the sea ﬂoor.

“Electricity and water do not mix” is a primary electrical safety
message, but international coral ecologist Dr Tom Goreau and
architect and seascaper Professor Wolf Hilbertz are using electricity
deep underwater with spectacular results.
“Sea water and electricity mix perfectly,” says Wolf. He has discovered
that a low-voltage current run through seawater causes minerals to
crystallise, growing into limestone similar to that which makes up coral
reefs. “Marine organisms would be non-existent if they didn’t utilise
electricity, especially corals and all calcium shell or skeleton builders,”
he explains.
Together with Tom Goreau, Wolf Hilbertz is now devoted to salvaging
and restoring reefs in oceans around the world.
In their “Biorock” coral-growing process, an electrically conductive
frame is welded, submerged and anchored to the ocean ﬂoor – looking
something like the shell of a giant deep-sea snail. This creates a
“coral ark” on which the coral can take refuge, and grow.
A low-voltage direct current is applied through the steel mesh. This
initiates an electrolytic reaction causing mineral crystals naturally found
in seawater, mainly calcium carbonate and magnesium hydroxide, to
grow on the structure. The limestone coating on the steel provides just
the home coral is looking for. As the mineral accretion grows, corals begin
their own rapid growth – the electrical current in the underlying steel
framework creates the right chemical conditions at the surface of the
limestone crystals.

Could a shipwreck become a Biorock reef?
In theory, yes. But because of the large amount
of steel, a signiﬁcantly higher amount of electricity
would be needed. A shipwreck powered by mineral
accretion would not rust or corrode, making the
structure permanent. In addition a much more
natural coral reef ecosystem would develop.
However, most shipwrecks are so far from shore
that very long cables and high power would
be needed.
– Global Coral Reef Alliance
This is one project that is deﬁnitely for electricians who like messing
around in boats. “If we’re using grid power, we basically plug in,” says
Eric. “On larger projects there are specialised units built by electricians
to electrical engineering standards.”
Other materials necessary for the Biorock process include electrical
cables and epoxy or silicone sealants to protect the electric connections.
While the main structure serves as the cathode, another electrode, the
anode, is a special titanium mesh that does not corrode.

As the steel frames become covered in coral, the arks also become
home to a rich array of ﬁsh and the Biorock team watches in delight as
other sea creatures such as turtles come to visit.

This process is very safe, according to Wolf. “We have had installations
around the globe for more than thirty years and never had a single
accident or disturbance.”

This technology is just in time, too. Ultra-sensitive to small increases in
temperature and pollution, coral reefs around the world – including our
very own Great Barrier Reef – are under threat. Many of the world’s great
reefs are facing complete destruction from agricultural and industrial
outﬂows, damage from boats and ﬁshing using dynamite. Climate change
brings added pressure as the water temperature rises.

The Biorock reefs don’t require electricians to keep them running,
although some installations require expert attention. “The system is
entirely under water,” says Eric. “That’s something that electricians
haven’t normally encountered, although some have experience with
cathodic protection systems on boats. This is very specialised work.
It’s the same with anyone working with electricity – you want them
to be licensed. They’re the ones with the skills.”

The good news is that Tom Goreau and Wolf Hilbertz now have coral
arks in over a dozen countries including Indonesia, Thailand, Jamaica,
the Maldives, Panama and Mexico.
Apparently it doesn’t take much electricity to save a coral reef.
“The system we’re using is a very simple version of a 12-volt battery,”
says Eric Vanderzee of the US-based international Global Coral Reef
Alliance, the home of Biorock.
“One of our installations is only 1.5 volts. We’re talking about a very small
amount of electricity.”
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Visit the Global Coral Reef Alliance (GCRA): www.globalcoral.org
GCRA is a non-proﬁt organisation focusing on coral reef restoration,
marine diseases and other issues caused by global climate change,
environmental stress and pollution. If you would like to make a (taxdeductible) contribution to GCRA’s program for saving coral reefs,
visit www.globalcoral.org for more information.
Photos used with kind permission from Dr James Cervino, Pace University, USA
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BUILDING BRIDGES FOR WOMEN IN TRADES
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ETU Apprenticeship Project Ofﬁcer Vanessa Garbett (left) and two qualiﬁed electricians.
As well as ﬁnding job opportunities, the ETU is making sure that young women already working in the industry don’t feel isolated.

A new project supporting women apprentices will enable more
women to pursue a trade in the electrical industry.

anyone. If you have to carry 300ml mains up over your head, you’re not
going to be doing it alone. That would do anybody’s back in.”

Initiated by the ETU and supported by the State Government’s
Department for Victorian Communities, the Women’s Apprenticeship
Project will deliver employment opportunities by encouraging employers
to directly employ women apprentices. It will also provide mentoring,
support and training opportunities for women who have completed
an apprenticeship or pre-apprenticeship.

Much more of a challenge is the isolation women can feel in the industry.
Many women end up alone in an all-male site or workplace, which can
be especially daunting for young women.

“The electrical industry needs more women and we need to show them
how good work in our industry is,” said ETU Southern States Branch
Secretary Dean Mighell. “It’s up to all of us to ensure we maximise
employment of women and support them wherever we can.”
Vanessa Garbett, ETU Apprenticeship Project Ofﬁcer admits it is a huge
challenge to adjust the imbalance in the industry. At the moment, in an
intake of 5000 apprentices there might only be about 40 women.
“It goes back to education, and what young women in schools know
to be their options,” says Vanessa. “If a trade is not presented to them as
an option – if they don’t see it in the media and careers counsellors aren’t
offering it as a choice – how could they begin to even think about it as
something for them?”
It’s also hard to get a foot in the door. “There’s a variety of experiences,
says Vanessa, “but I’ve known young women who have got fantastic
marks in their pre-apprenticeship, but have had 60 knock-backs in a row.
That’s such a discouraging experience for them.”
Vanessa, a licensed electrician with over ten years experience in the
construction industry, ended up in electrical completely by accident.
“I was 21 and I went to my local TAFE college and I said, ‘Put me in the
course with the best job prospects’. That was electronics, and I loved it.”
Vanessa loves the way an electrical job demands both physical and
mental agility and like most people in the trades, she enjoys not being
in an ofﬁce all the time. Did the physical aspects hold her back? That’s
a myth – an old wives’ tale – says Vanessa.
“You get job-ﬁt for whatever you do. If you’re following OHS guidelines,
which everyone should do, there should be no physical challenge for

It’s not hard to see why there is a difﬁculty retaining women in industry
once they’re trained, and this is something the Women’s Apprenticeship
Project is also keen to address.
The project will provide industry-based training, impart important work
and work–life balance skills as well as providing a contact point for
women.
“The idea behind this project is to give women extra support and
mentoring. Just to make contact to see how they’re going can make
a difference for them. Where there’s a woman already employed in a
company, let’s try and get another one in there and they can help each
other out.”
“After all, doing an apprenticeship is a fantastic option. It’s a great career.
It’s deﬁnitely the best thing I’ve ever done.”
Vanessa already has a number of women keen to start an apprenticeship.
She is keen to talk to employers who are interested in giving women an
opportunity to do a trade. Contact Vanessa by email at etu@etu.asn.au
or mobile 0419 531 694.

Employing a woman apprentice
The ETU’s new Women’s Apprenticeship Project will facilitate
access to employers and match candidates to employment
opportunities, mentoring and support.
The project has been initiated by the Electrical Trades Union
and is supported by the Department for Victorian Communities
under the Workforce Participation Partnerships program.
The ETU is interested in talking to employers with a genuine
interest in becoming involved in the project. Contact ETU
Apprenticeship Project Ofﬁcer Vanessa Garbett by email
at etu@etu.asn.au or mobile 0419 531 694.

PETER BATCHELOR IS
NEW ENERGY MINISTER

Victoria has a new Energy Minister following the State election in
late November 2006. Peter Batchelor, formerly Minister for
Transport, was appointed Minister for Energy and Resources.
The member for Thomastown in the Legislative Assembly, Mr Batchelor
was ALP State Secretary prior to his election to Parliament in 1990. His
full portfolio is Minister for Energy and Resources, Minister for Victorian
Communities, and Manager of Government Business Legislative
Assembly.
Former Energy Minister, Theo Theophanous, is Minister for Industry
and State Development and Minister for Major Projects.
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PROSECUTIONS
unlicensed and installing unsafe electric
equipment. The defendant was ﬁned $500
without conviction.

ELECTRICITY RELATED PROSECUTIONS
Energy Safe Victoria has recently taken legal
proceedings under the Electricity Safety Act
1998 against the following. Under the Privacy
Act, energysafe is precluded from publishing the
names of individuals charged with offences.
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–

–

Are you
adequately
covered?
We understand the importance of
having adequate insurance cover
for your business.
yourtradesinsurance introduces
Trades Advantage, a tailored
insurance solution for tradies
across Australia.

Trades Advantage
provides cover for:
• Public and products liability
• Tools of Trade
• Commercial motor vehicle
• Personal accident and sickness

–

1800 202 999

An REC was charged with installing unsafe
electrical equipment, failing to ensure
precautions are taken to prevent electric shock
and failure to provide a certiﬁcate of electrical
safety (COES). The defendant was convicted,
ﬁned a total of $2000 and ordered to pay
a further $1200 in costs.
An REC was charged with failing to have
prescribed work inspected and failing to
complete a COES within two business days.
The defendant was convicted, ﬁned $300
on the ﬁrst count, ﬁned $200 on the second
count and ordered to pay costs of $1000.

–

An unlicensed person was charged with
carrying out electrical installation work
unlicensed and installing unsafe electrical
equipment. The defendant was convicted,
ﬁned a total of $3000 and ordered to pay
costs of $1890.50.

–

An REC was charged with installing unsafe
electrical equipment. The defendant was
convicted, ﬁned $500 and ordered to pay
costs of $5914.20.

–

An REC was charged with failing to have
prescribed work inspected and failing to
complete a COES within two business days.
The defendant was convicted, ﬁned a total of
$500 on the two counts and ordered to pay
costs of $1000.

–

An LEI was charged with signing an inspection
certiﬁcate that did not contain the required
details. The defendant was ﬁned $500 without
conviction and ordered to pay costs of $1200.

–

–

www.yourtradesinsurance.com.au

An unlicensed person was charged with
carrying out electrical installation work while
unlicensed. The defendant gave an undertaking
to be of good behaviour for 12 months, was
ordered to pay $300 to the court fund and a
further $1300 in costs.

Cheltenham Electrical Service, an REC, was
charged with two counts of permitting a person
to carry out electrical installation work that does
not comply. The defendant was convicted and
ﬁned $5000.

The insurance products advertised are arranged by
yourinsurancegroup, a division of Australian Underwriting
Services Pty Ltd ABN 25 079 021 426 AFSL 238325. You
should read the PDS or Policy Wording to determine
whether the product is right for you. You can obtain the
PDS or Policy Wording by contacting us on 1800 202 999.
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An LEIW was charged with two counts of
permitting a person to carry out electrical
installation work that does not comply. The
defendant was not convicted but gave an
undertaking to pay $2000 to the Lighthouse
Foundation. The defendant was also ordered to
pay costs of $1500.

–

An LEIW was charged with employing a person
to carry out electrical installation work who was
not an REC or an LEIW. The defendant was
ﬁned $800 without conviction and ordered to
pay costs of $1800.

–

Second Febalda Pty Ltd, an REC, was charged
with employing a person to carry out electrical
installation work who was not an REC or LEIW.
The company was ﬁned $1500 without
conviction.

–

An unlicensed person was charged with
carrying out electrical installation work
unlicensed. The defendant was ﬁned $800
without conviction.

–

Glo Energy, an REC, was charged with two
counts of permitting a person to carry out
electrical installation that does not comply. No
conviction was recorded and the matter was
adjourned with the defendant undertaking
to be of good behaviour for 12 months. The
defendant was also ordered to pay $1000
to the court fund.

–

An LEIW was charged with installing unsafe
equipment and non compliant wiring. No
conviction was recorded and the matter was
adjourned with the defendant undertaking
to be of good behaviour for 12 months. The
defendant was also ordered to pay $1000 to
the court fund, and an additional $1500 costs.

GAS RELATED PROSECUTIONS AND LEGAL
ACTION
–

An unlicensed person was charged with
carrying out gasﬁtting work unlicensed and
carrying out gasﬁtting work which did not
comply with the prescribed standard. The
defendant was ﬁned $600 without conviction
and ordered to pay costs of $1866.63.

–

An unlicensed person was charged with giving
misleading information to ESV. The defendant
was ﬁned $1837.76 without conviction and
ordered to pay costs of $1662.24.

An unlicensed person was charged with
carrying out electrical installation work

INFRINGEMENT NOTICES 2006
TYPES OF INFRINGEMENT NOTICES ISSUED
Date

REC LEW
Other

Offence
Code

Offence

Penalty

Nov.06

REC

6377

Non complying installation work

$2 686

Other

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$511

Jan.07

OAMPSdirect & BGS are now part of yourinsurancegroup.

–

REC

6219

Non complying installation work

$537

REC

6232

Fail to have work inspected

$430

INFRINGEMENT NOTICE SUMMARY
Jul
2006

Aug
2006

Sep
2006

Oct
2006

Nov
2006

Dec
2006

Jan
2007

Total

Use

2

1

2

7

2

0

2

16

Other

2

2

1

1

0

0

0

6

Total

4

3

3

8

2

0

2
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COURT SEQUEL AFTER
MAN DIES OPERATING

AN EGG WASHING MACHINE
ESV brought the prosecution under the Electricity Safety Act 1998.
ESV’s brief of evidence said two of the authority’s investigators attended
the scene of the fatality after being advised of the death.
Investigators found an egg washing machine in a shed adjacent to a
house on the property. It was live to 246 volts AC on all of its metallic
surfaces. The machine was plugged into a socket outlet with a standard
3 pin plug.
An examination of the plug showed that the earth conductors were not
connected to the earth pin on the plug but was touching the active pin
inside the plug. This caused all of metal parts of the machine to become
live once the power was connected to the machine.
The electricity supply to the shed came from an extension lead plugged
into a double socket outlet behind the fridge in the house. The socket
outlet was tested and found to be connected to a circuit breaker on the
house switchboard.
The switchboard was inspected and it had a safety switch. Investigations
found that the wiring on the switchboard had been altered to make the
safety switch not protect the outlet providing power to the shed.
A safety switch properly installed will sense an electrical fault and
although it will not prevent a person getting an electric shock it will stop
them being killed, said the evidence summary.
Continuing investigations revealed that the defendant had rewired the
house and installed a new switchboard with safety switches in August
and September 2004.
The defendant provided a signed statement and agreed to attend an
interview.
In the course of the interview the defendant was shown photographs
of the altered wiring. He said that he installed the wiring to by-pass the
RCD or safety switch because he had been called by the owner and told
that the safety switch was tripping all the time.
The owner thought that an egg washing machine in the shed might
have been the cause of the safety switch tripping out. The defendant
said that he had checked the egg washing machine with a multi meter
but did not ﬁnd any “dead short”. The defendant was of the view that
the machine needed a complete re-wire and asked the owner to ﬁnd
a wiring diagram. He then told the owner not to use the machine until
he rewired it.
Some days later the deceased – the father of the property owner –
used the machine and was electrocuted.
The defendant was charged with installing unsafe electrical equipment,
failing to ensure precautions are taken to prevent electric shock and
failing to give a certiﬁcate of electrical safety.
The defendant was convicted, ﬁned $2000 and ordered to pay a further
$1200 in costs.
The fatality was reported in Issue 4 of energysafe. The article stated
that the egg washing machine had been purchased second hand some
three weeks before the death. ESV investigators said the machine was
a “disaster waiting to happen”.
It was found that the green conductor had come away from the earth
terminal in the three pin plug of the machine and was touching the
active terminal.

WorkSafe has charged a company after a 26-year-old Diggers Rest
man received a severe electric shock at Coburg on 18 April last year.
He died in hospital four days later.
The man, was changing light bulbs in display signs at a car yard in
Sydney Road.
According to a WorkSafe statement, investigations found the man was
in an elevating work platform changing a light globe while the electrical
power was on.
The man’s employers at the time have been charged under s 21(2)(a)
and 21(2)(e) – two counts each – of the Occupational Health and Safety
Act 2004.
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The death of a man in Birchip in April 2006 reportedly operating an
egg washing machine had a sequel in court in early December when
a registered electrical contractor was charged with installing unsafe
electrical equipment and other counts.

WORKSAFE LAYS WORKPLACE
SAFETY CHARGES AFTER
ELECTROCUTION

The charge: Main duties of employers
21. Duties of employers to employees
(1) An employer must, so far as is reasonably practicable, provide and
maintain for employees of the employer a working environment that
is safe and without risks to health.
(2) Without limiting sub-section (1), an employer contravenes that
sub-section if the employer fails to do any of the following—
(a) provide or maintain plant or systems of work that are, so far as
is reasonably practicable, safe and without risks to health; and
(2) (e) provide such information, instruction, training or supervision to
provide employees of the employer as is necessary to enable those
persons to perform their work in a way that is safe and without
risks to health.
A committal hearing of the case is scheduled for March.
The incident was reported fully in Issue 4 of energysafe

UNLICENSED PERSON
ORDERED TO PAY NEARLY
$5000 IN FINES AND COSTS

An unlicensed person is paying a high price for carrying out electrical
installation work and installing unsafe equipment.
A court was told that acting on information received, ESV carried out
investigations into electrical work performed at a Bundoora pharmacy
in January 2006.
Investigations revealed that the work was unsafe and that the defendant,
who had carried out the work, was not licensed as an electrician nor was
he registered as a contractor.
Later the defendant attended an interview with ESV investigators. He
admitted that he had changed ballasts in 26 ﬂuorescent light ﬁttings at
the pharmacy in January 2006 and that he was not a licensed electrician.
He also admitted that there was no cover on the ﬁtting over the end of one
of the ﬂuorescent light ﬁttings when he changed that ballast and that he
had not put one over it at the end of his work. He also admitted that the
uncovered ﬁtting exposed live parts and was not safe.
The defendant was charged with carrying out electrical installation work
unlicensed and installing unsafe electrical equipment. He was convicted,
ﬁned $3000 and ordered to pay costs of $1890.50.

Handy safety hint. Tell your customers:
Always treat a tingle or slight shock as a warning – advise your electricity authority or a registered electrical
contractor immediately. Never touch an appliance which caused a shock until it has been disconnected from the
power source. Label it clearly to prevent anyone else from using it until it has been repaired and tested or replace
it immediately.
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ESV JOINS FIRE AUTHORITIES WITH WARNING
ON POTENTIALLY UNSAFE CHRISTMAS LIGHTS
20
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While Christmas 2006 is becoming a distant
memory, it is still worthwhile reporting that
ESV together with the Metropolitan Fire
Brigade and Country Fire Authority gained
some valuable media coverage in early
December with a warning about potentially
unsafe festive lighting.
A media release from the three authorities urged
the community not to be tempted to purchase
cheap or second hand Christmas tree lights or
other decorative lights because of the danger
they pose to people and homes.
The release said it was imperative that people
only purchased decorative lighting products
which had been approved for supply by
Australia’s electrical safety regulatory authorities
following thorough testing by accredited
agencies.
The release was timely. Just days before
the release of the warning, audits by ESV
compliance ofﬁcers unearthed some
unapproved Christmas lights.
Apart from not displaying any recognised
approval marking, the lights were ﬁtted with non
compliant plugs – the plug faces being too small
and the pins having holes in them.
One plug was only rated at 220 volts – normal
supply voltage in Australia is 240 Volts – while
another plug had parallel pins which are not
suitable for use here.

Director of Energy Safety, Ken Gardner, said in
the release that ESV regularly receives reports of
unapproved electrical products being offered for
sale, particularly at Christmas time.
“We have acted quickly to make sure these
lights have been taken off the market. Under
the Electricity Safety Act 1998 and equivalent
legislation in other States, decorative lights must
not be supplied or offered for supply without
Australian regulatory (safety) approval.
“Offenders face hefty ﬁnes of up to $4000 for
individuals and $21,000 for companies.
“Our advice to the community is always make
sure there is an appropriate compliance
marking on the product or the labelling before
purchasing it. If in doubt customers should
check the product with store staff. If there is no
approval marking, ESV wants to hear about it.”

A

The release asked people who became aware
of unapproved products being offered for sale to
contact ESV on (03) 9203 9700.
Photos of the unapproved Christmas lights
located by ESV compliance ofﬁcers were
included with the release.
Unapproved Christmas lights detected by ESV.
A) The plug is less than the prescribed 38 mm diameter while
the pins have holes in them.
B) The plug is only rated at 220 volts and has parallel pins,
which are not suitable for use in Australia.

B
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ENERGY SAFETY WEEK – WINNERS ARE GRINNERS
After brainstorming issues surrounding the safe
use of gas and electrical appliances at home, the
students invented their own safety features for
household appliances. Their designs considered
ways to reduce both injuries and energy use.

In fact, congratulations to all schools and
students who took part in Energy Safety Week.

Students constructed models of their inventions
and made posters detailing the features and
advantages. The posters were presented in
class, at school assembly and displayed in the
local community library. Students also created
informative ﬂyers to distribute.

Director of Energy Safety, Ken Gardner, helped
judge the Victorian competition. It was Ken’s view
that the entries were very good and he was most
impressed with the efforts and involvement of the
schools, classes and individual students.
More than 1,700 students from Victoria, South
Australia and Queensland from Prep to Years 6/7
took part in the Week.
At Sunshine Christine School, 22 students were
involved in the competition with the help of their
teacher Heather Francis. Their prize was a $1,000
grant for their school.

Winner (a $100 grant): Section 3
(Year 5-7), Category 2
(schools with more than ﬁve teachers)
Parkwood Green Primary School, Hillside
Special merit

Overall winner (a $1,000 grant)
Sunshine Christian School, Sunshine

– Eltham East Primary School, Eltham
– Wandong Primary School, Wandong
– Plenty Valley Christian College, Doreen

Winner (a $100 grant): Section 1
(Preparatory – Year 2), Category 1
(schools with less than ﬁve teachers)
Buxton Primary School, Buxton
Winner (a $100 grant): Section 1
(Preparatory – Year 2), Category 2
(schools with more than ﬁve teachers)
Parkwood Green Primary School, Hillside
Winner (a $100 grant): Section 2 (Year 34), Category 1 (schools with less than ﬁve
teachers) Parkwood Green Primary School,
Hillside
Winner (a $100 grant): Section 2 (Year 34), Category 1 (schools with less than ﬁve
teachers) Buxton Primary School, Buxton

Students at Sunshine Christian School – winners of Origin
Energy’s Energy Safety Week competition. L to R: Wayne
Gregory, National Manager Public Affairs, Origin Energy;
Kusi, Tania, Tara, Oscar and teacher Mrs Heather Francis.
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Climate Control Solutions
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As part of the competition, students needed to
develop bright ideas for energy safety, put their
thoughts into practice and then use whatever
channels were available to communicate
them – together with safety advice – to their
communities.

Victorian winners of the Energy Safety
Week 2006 competition are:

21

Winner (a $100 grant):
Section 3 (Year 5-7), Category 1
(schools with less than ﬁve teachers)
Alberton Primary School, Alberton

ure

at

Energy Safety Week encouraged Victorian
students – there was a separate competition
running at the same time for South Australian
and Queensland schools and students – to
understand how energy works and how to
stay safe while using gas and electricity in
their homes.

Winner (a $100 grant):
Section 2 (Year 3-4), Category 2
(schools with more than ﬁve teachers)
Lyndale Primary School, Dandenong

summerautumn

Congratulations to the Year 5 and 6 students at
Sunshine Christian School who were declared
the overall Victorian winners of Origin Energy’s
Energy Safety Week competition held in Term
3, 2006.
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CONTACT WITH OVERHEAD POWERLINES –
SOME EXAMPLES
����������

energysafe

Despite all the warnings over many years, contact by machinery and
trucks with overhead powerlines continues to happen – frequently.
Much too frequently. Fortunately in most instances, those responsible
escape injury but whether or not people survive such incidents or
suffer electrocution is often a ﬁne one.

��������������������������
����������������������������������������������������

Those who survive are the lucky ones. The three deaths in 2006 of two
drivers and a farmer after trucks hit powerlines on rural properties are
clear evidence of what can go wrong.
Below are brief reports where the people involved were lucky.
These serious electrical incidents are just four of the many hundreds
of incident reports ESV receives and investigates each year.
“a brilliant blue ﬂash and a very loud cracking sound”
John was operating his 20 Tonne excavator backwards as he removed
gravel from the edge of the road prior to the laying of a new road base.
As a competent operator he was making very good progress on this
particular Monday morning. The tool box meeting on the previous Friday
afternoon previous had set out the work to be undertaken
on the Monday.
The track of the excavator had just started to catch on the newly
laid edge of the bitumen road surface. John slewed the boom around
to the side of the machine and pushed the track away from the road
edge. The excavator boom was lifted in preparation to dig again when
there was a brilliant blue ﬂash and a very loud cracking sound from the
top of the boom. A wire fell down across four lanes of the freeway under
construction causing the grass verge to burn and sparks to ﬂy where
the wire lay on the ground.
Cars on the freeway came to a sudden stop just metres from the
fallen wire.

������������������
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The digitally fabricated image of the truck hitting a powerline
which featured on the front cover of Issue 5 of energysafe.
Also, the ESV poster with photos of the three truck deaths in 2006.
24/8/06 2:58:51 PM

John was able to manoeuvre the machine some distance away from the
fallen wire and jump safely clear of the excavator cab and subsequently
raise the alarm.
This company was recently ﬁned a total of $80,000 for breaches of the
Occupation Health and Safety Regulations associated with this electrical
incident.
“Eight of the ten truck tires blew out and started to catch ﬁre”
The trainee bobcat operator ﬁnished loading material into his tipper truck,
climbed into the cab and drove around the yard area in preparation to
dump the load again. As the tray was elevating he opened the tail gate
and suddenly drove forward a short distance to empty the tray. The top of
the tray contacted an overhead 66,000 volt sub transmission conductor
causing it to burn through and fall to the ground starting a small grass
ﬁre in the transport yard.
Eight of the ten truck tyres blew out and started to catch ﬁre. The
electricity ﬂashed over from the fuel tank to the ground rupturing the
tank adding to the possibility of a serious ﬁre.
The seriously shaken driver jumped clear of the truck and hopped some
distance away to safety as the ﬁre was put out by other workers onsite.
The truck was virtually destroyed in this incident through the electricity
damage to the hydraulics, gearbox and other bearing surfaces.
The driver, although working in this transport depot for a substantial
period of time, had failed to recognise the hazards associated with
several high voltage circuits and lines that crossed the depot land
to the electricity terminal station next door.
“The electrician received severe electrical burns to his body,
arms and neck”
An electrician aged in his mid twenties operated the controls of the
hired non-insulated Elevating Work Platform (EWP) into position so
maintenance work could be carried out on a fast food chain sign.
As the to boom of the EWP was raised, it made contact with the
overhead 66,000 volt sub transmission conductor causing a huge
explosion and ﬁre ball which engulfed the young operator.
The electrician received severe electrical burns to his body, arms
and neck which resulted in an extensive stay in hospital and long
rehabilitation process. A proper Job Safety Analysis (JSA) would
have identiﬁed the extreme hazard of the electrical wires located
adjacent to the sign and allowed the line to be de-energized or
work to be undertaken in another way.
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“The public and other road users are at an extreme risk of receiving
a severe electrical shock or injury”
ESV_LUAL.A4Poster(2).indd 1

17/11/06 1:54:42 PM

Racecourse Road, Flemington, in Melbourne’s western suburbs has
several low rail bridges (signed at 3.7 metres) with tram lines attached.
Transport vehicles with high loads or enclosed trays (4.3 metres)
endeavour to travel beneath these bridges, or to make u turns back onto
the Bolte Freeway consequently making contact with the bridge structure
and attached 600 volt DC trolley wire supplying the trams.
This type of electrical contact generally causes serious damage to both
the vehicle and the traction supply assets. The public and other road
users are at an extreme risk of receiving a severe electrical shock or
injury from the falling trolley wire cable, and a ﬁre engulﬁng the damaged
vehicle cannot be ruled out.
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EVERYONE’S “DUTY OF CARE” WHEN
DELIVERIES ARE MADE TO FARMS
Similarly, suppliers of farm materials should
ascertain when orders are taken the location
of the delivery point, the proximity of powerlines
and what safety precautions are in place should
there be powerlines in the vicinity.
“Unfortunately, experience shows that everyone
– particularly truck drivers, property owners
and farm workers – involved in the delivery of
lime, fertiliser and other bulk material to farms
is at risk from electrocution because of trucks
touching powerlines,” said Ken.
“It is also a fact that such incidents can easily
be avoided if simple precautions are taken.
Everyone involved has to exercise a duty of care
to avoid electrocutions and serious injuries.

“All deaths are tragic, but they are even more
tragic when they could so easily have been
avoided.
“People have been taking powerlines for granted
or simply ignoring them and the consequences
have been fatal,” he said.
“Everyone involved must realise that while trucks
are getting bigger, powerlines are staying at
the same height.
“We do not want any more deaths or injuries
resulting from trucks hitting powerlines. With
common sense and a little care, such incidents
can be prevented. Victoria’s comprehensive
‘No Go Zone’ rules and regulations must be
observed at all times.”
Ken said that as well as truck drivers, property
owners and farm workers exercising proper
safety precautions, others needed to observe
the same duty of care.

“For instance when taking orders, suppliers
should ﬁnd out whether there are powerlines
in the vicinity of where the material is to be
delivered, so that drivers and farmers can be
alerted to the dangers and an alternative safe
site chosen.
“Similarly property owners and farmers must not
arrange for supplies to be delivered anywhere
within the vicinity of overhead powerlines.
When there is so much room at farms, it makes
no sense when delivery points are located
underneath or near powerlines.
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Farmers ordering bulk deliveries of fertiliser,
lime and other materials must ensure that the
drop off point is located well clear of overhead
powerlines, Director of Energy Safety, Ken
Gardner, warned recently.

“If as a very last resort there is no alternative
but to deliver materials near powerlines, then
everybody involved has to be fully aware of the
safety precautions required.
“If suppliers have any doubts about the safety
of drivers and others, then the deliveries should
not take place until such time as they are
satisﬁed that the parties involved are aware
of the precautions and that they are prepared
to take them.”

REMEMBER
SAFETY TIPS WHEN DELIVERING
THE NO GO ZONE MATERIAL TO FARMS
RULES
The No Go Zone Rules provide an operating
process that assists in identifying the hazards
associated with working in the vicinity of
electrical assets and how that work can
safely be undertaken within the Rules.
ESV recommends that trained and registered
spotters are used when working between 3.0
to 6.4 metres of an overhead electrical line. The
spotter will ensure that the clearances between
the equipment and electric line are maintained
during the operation of the plant. For work
closer than 3.0 metres from the line, ‘Special
Provisions’ apply which generally requires
assistance from the local electrical distribution
company.
Trucks and farm machinery are becoming
larger and the height of electricity lines basically
remain the same. It should be noted that the
height of electrical lines may vary during the
day depending on the weather.
A ‘Look Up and Live’ Sticker attached
to vehicles or item of plant may just act
as a reminder that could save lives when
using machinery in the vicinity of overhead
electrical lines.
When working in the vicinity of any overhead
electrical asset, be aware that electricity can
kill or cause serious and devastating injuries
to a person. Machinery can be completely
destroyed or require substantial and expensive
repairs when electrical line are contacted.
For advice on No Go Zone Rules call ESV
on 1800 800 158 or visit the website at:
www.esv.vic.gov.au/industry/ngzone.html
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ESV recommends the following safety
advice to truck drivers, machinery operators,
property owners and other workers.

– Ensure an ESV registered spotter is on hand
when working anywhere near overhead
powerlines;

– Identify all areas where powerlines cross
properties. Only tip material near powerlines
as a last resort when there is no other
location;

– Never raise the tray of tipper trucks when
underneath powerlines;

– Relocate bulk delivery storage sites to a safe
area away from powerlines;
– Obtain a copy of the “No Go Zone” rules
and regulations and study them closely;
– Identify all electrical hazards before starting
work. If in any doubt contact the local
electricity distribution company;
– Monitor weather conditions. Powerlines
can sag in extreme heat and sway in strong
winds;
– Remember that powerlines can be difﬁcult
to see at dawn and dusk;
– Remember that electricity can jump gaps;

– Suppliers of farm materials should conﬁrm
the delivery point for the load, the proximity
of powerlines and what safety precautions
are in place should there be powerlines in
the vicinity;
– Drivers should refuse to deliver loads if their
safety is compromised in any way;
– Display “LOOK UP AND LIVE” stickers on
any machinery or equipment which is raised
overhead;
– Everyone involved in the delivery of material
has a duty of care to ensure the safety of
themselves and others.
Truck drivers, machine operators and farmers
can access further information from ESV at 1800
800 158 or from the website at www.esv.vic.gov.
au/industry/ngzone.html

TWO POWERLINE DEATHS IN TASMANIA
Two young farm workers were electrocuted in
late January when the metal pipes they were
carrying touched powerlines on a property
in Tasmania’s North.
A police spokesman said it was believed the
men were loading aluminium irrigation pipes
on to a utility when the accident happened.

Ambulance ofﬁcers tried to resuscitate the
men, both aged 21, but they died at the scene.
It was the second electrocution involving
irrigation pipes touching powerlines in the area
in just over four years. A 19 year old man died
in 2002.
Source: Hobart Mercury.

Handy safety hint. Tell your customers: Do not use a portable electrical radiator
in the bathroom. A permanently installed heater is much safer.
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CODE OF PRACTICE FOR LV ISOLATION
TO PROTECT ELECTRICIANS
24
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ESV is conducting investigations into an incident
whereby a licensed electrician received an
electric shock requiring hospital treatment. One
conclusion from the investigations is that safety
processes to protect electricians working on
low voltage installations were not followed in this
instance.
The incident occurred while the electrician was
working at the premises of a manufacturing
company which was increasing its factory’s
electrical capacity. The electrician was
increasing the capacity of the main switchboard
by about a third with work which included a
new CT chamber, a new main switch, electrical
protection for a new outgoing circuit and
provision for future expansion.

Fortunately, quick action by the licensed
electrical inspector and another electrician
safely removed the electrician from the electrical
bus in the CT chamber and he was taken to
hospital for medical tests and observation.

The Code titled “Low Voltage (LV) Service Fuse
Removal & Reinsertion By “Electrician” And “L”
& “G” Inspector Licence Holders” is available via
the SIR website www.victoriansir.org.au under
other information.

How could this situation have been avoided?

In situations like the incident described here
where the electricity is required to be isolated
and remain isolated, the Distribution Businesses
have a procedure known as Statement of
Isolation of Customers Low Voltage Supply
(SILV). The SILV is a statement that records
that a customer’s electrical installation is
safely isolated, supply will not be restored until
the person who has requested the isolation
relinquishes the statement. A SILV had not
been used during the incident in question.

When electricians are working on electrical
equipment they need to ensure that work can
be performed safely and the best way to ensure
that it is safe is by correct isolation procedures.
These procedures must include;
– Identify the circuit
– Isolate by removing fuses or turning off
circuit breakers

He also doubled the size of the consumers
mains by placing additional cables in parallel
with the existing underground consumers
mains.

– Test that power is isolated

Meanwhile, a team of lineworkers replaced
the existing pole mounted transformer and
connected the consumers mains to hinged
fuses mounted on a small cross arm.

Within an electrical installation it is generally
possible to safely isolate the circuit or
equipment that is being worked on. Where
the electrical work being carried out is on the
main switch board, the main switch or in the
vicinity of the main switch or the consumers
mains, isolation is more difﬁcult.

An HV access permit was issued for replacing
the transformer. However, this access permit
made no reference to the work that was being
done on the main switchboard by the electrician
at the same time.
As the electrician was doing a ﬁnal check of
the terminal connections in the CT chamber,
he became concerned that the blue phase
connection may have been loose.
While checking this connection he received
an electric shock. From the investigation it is
believed that a lineworker inserted the blue
phase fuse then realised his mistake and
removed the fuse.
The electrician had not signed on to the permit,
the Certiﬁcate of Electrical Safety had not
been completed and had not been given to the
Distribution Business or the licensed electrical
inspector.

– Tag at isolation point
– Lock Off where possible.

To assist electricians to work safely the
Victorian Supply Industry in conjunction NECA,
the Electrical Industry Group and ESV have
developed a code of practice for isolation of
LV. The code provides details of how licensed
electricians and inspectors who hold L & G
class licenses can remove and reinsert service
fuses. The procedure in the code is aimed at;
– Domestic, Commercial and Industrial
Installations
– Single occupancy supplied from a dedicated
service cable
– Single and multi-phase up to 100 A
maximum demand
– Direct metered

A SILV shall be issued to the customer when
isolation of a customer’s electricity supply is
reliant on an electricity Distribution Business’
assets: that is, pole mounted isolators/fuses,
or any isolation point within a substation
enclosure or switch/fuse cubicle.
The SILV should include the following;
– Form number
– Isolation statement (how and where isolation
has been achieved)
– The signature of person (linesworker,
operator etc) issuing and canceling the SILV
– The signature of the person (electrician)
receiving and relinquishing the SILV
– Time and date of receipt and relinquishment
– Time and date of issue and cancellation.
With lineworkers having clear documentation
that electricians are working on isolated
equipment power should not be reconnected
until the electrician signed off the SILV that the
work is completed.
Handy safety hint. Tell your customers:
Never leave an electrical appliance where
it can fall into the bath or basin. Don’t leave
unattended with children. Unplug after use.

TRIAL OF SMART ELECTRICITY METERS UNDERWAY
Households and companies are being notiﬁed
by the State Government’s Department of
Primary Industries that their properties may
be chosen to take part in a trial of new smart
electricity meters which measure energy
consumption every half hour and can be read
remotely.
Some 5000 homes and businesses will be
involved in the trial ahead of the installation or
rollout of the new meters across Victoria starting
next year and ﬁnishing in 2012.
The letter to prospective property owners
said that Victoria will be the ﬁrst state in
Australia to rollout smart meters with remote
communications to all customers – even though
some of these meters have been in use for
some years across the State and other parts
of Australia.
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“These new meters, when ﬁnally rolled out, will
replace traditional meters and can help families
save money on their power bills. Other beneﬁts
include rapid detection of supply interruptions,
better monitoring of supply quality and rapid
remote connection of electricity services.
“The purpose of the trials is to select the best
smart metering technologies for the future
rollout.”
The letter says the installation of the trial smart
meter will not affect electricity prices and there
will be no cost to the property owners involved.
“Your electricity distribution business has
identiﬁed certain local areas and streets in
Victoria for inclusion in the trial. No personal
information has been obtained in this process

and the only data to be collected during the
trial will relate to the success of the overall
communications technologies being tested.
“A letter from your electricity distributor will give
details of the smart meter installation trial at your
home or business which is due to take place
in the ﬁrst half of 2007. Any concerns you may
have may be raised with your distributor at that
time.
“Smart meters are expected to improve
customers’ ability to manage their energy use.
The distributors’ ability to provide a reliable
supply. Your participation will help to ensure the
best metering technologies are chosen for use
in Victoria.”
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LISTING OF LICENSED
ELECTRICAL INSPECTORS
Letters refer to Licensed Electrical Inspector classes (refer to page
10 of the handbook entitled “The Certiﬁcate of Electrical Safety System
Explained” for further information). The information is correct to the best
of our knowledge, at the time of publication. Prompt advice of any change
of address details will ensure the publishing of correct information.

We believe this feature will provide LEIs with a number of beneﬁts. Apart
from advertising electrical inspection work, it could also inform readers
of the range of other services offered by licensed electrical inspectors.

Disclaimer
The Licensed Electrical Inspectors advertising hold themselves out as
persons/companies having the expertise and competence to carry out
the advertised services. ESV does not endorse any advertiser or any
advertiser in preference to another.

LEIs might offer consultancy services covering such activities as the
design of electrical installations and acting as agents for registered
electrical contractors to lodge Certiﬁcates of Electrical Safety
electronically and electricity supplier work.

LEGEND
L:

G:

H:

V:

S:

F:

Electrical equipment installed in installations
comprising a low voltage single phase,
2 wire supply comprising consumers mains,
main earthing systems, consumer terminals
connection devices or those parts of the main
switchboards that are related to the control
of installations and the protection against
the spread of ﬁre.
Any low voltage installations other than
classes H, S, F, R and M.
Electrical equipment installed in a hazardous
area described in clause 7.9.2.2 of the
Australia/New Zealand Wiring Rules and
electrical equipment associated with the
protection of the hazardous area.
High voltage installations except
high voltage wiring and equipment:
(i) associated with electric discharge lighting
systems; or,
(ii) associated with X-ray equipment; or,
(iii) associated with high frequency
equipment; or,
(iv) within self-contained supplied
at low voltage.
Wiring systems, switchgear, controlgear
and accessories installed to provide control
and protection of standby generation or
co-generation electricity supply systems.
Electric fences used for security purposes
but not including electric fences intended
primarily for the control or containment
of animals.

R:

Wiring systems, switchgear, controlgear and
accessories installed to provide control and
protection of stand alone power systems.

M:

Fixed electrical equipment installed in
body-protected or cardiac-protected
electrical areas of hospitals and medical
and dental practices.
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Notes
These inspectors/companies are the ones that have provided permission
to ESV to release their details.

This directory page listing of Victorian licensed electrical inspectors
has become a regular section in the magazine. If you are an LEI
and are not featured in the listing but would like to be included
in future issues, please contact ESV on (03) 9203 9700 or by email
at info@esv.vic.gov.au.

LICENSED ELECTRICAL INSPECTORS
Name

Location

Classes

Telephone

Mobile

Michael Ruhbaum

Albury/Wodonga

L, G

0402 368 411

Les Hartland

Bendigo

L,G,H,S,R

0408 509 424

Keith Henry Harper

Blackburn

L,G,H,V,S,F,R

0428 436 774

Douglas John Hourigan

Box Hill South

L,G,S,R

0413 997 038

Waleed Saad

Brunswick West

L,G

0412 531 564

Barry George Beaumont

Caulﬁeld East

L,G,H,V,S,F,R,M

0419 358 642

Sam Sipala

Glenroy

L,G,S,R

0408 324 057

Michael John North

Hazelwood Nth/
Traralgon

L,G

0409 139 442

Pauline Marie Palmer

Hoppers Crossing

L,G

0418 534 917

(Sandy) A.J. McCrindle

Rosebud

L,G,H,V,S,R

0409 941 613

Rodney Alan Brown

Shepparton

L,G,H,V,S,R

0419 112 814

Gordon Horgan

Shepparton Echuca

L,G,S,R

0419 873 157

Steve Kon

Sunshine West

L,G,H,V,S,F,R,M

0412 283 037

Peter Taylor

Torquay

H

0407 947 193

Peter Graham Schuback

Traralgon

H

0419 742 090

Robert Henry McGeehan

Wangaratta

L,G,H,V,S,F,R,M

0408 145 598

Inspection Companies
Engertrol Pty Ltd

H

(03) 9590 9377

Electrical Inspections Victoria Pty Ltd

All classes

(03) 9739 4216

TechSafe Australia

All classes

(03) 9574 6677

Explosion Protection Technology

H

(03) 9707 3110

0408 367 078

TRI Inspections

All classes

(03) 9795 0213

0411 410 319

Bilﬁnger Berger Services (Australia) Pty Ltd

All classes

(03) 9294 8300

Network Electrical Inspections Pty Ltd

All classes

Optec Pty Ltd – Gippsland (Morwell) Location

V

0403 624 100
(03) 5133 7174

0412 300 244

EQUIPMENT HIRE BUSINESSES CHECKED FOR SAFETY
WorkSafe Victoria announced in January that
its inspectors are visiting equipment hire
businesses as part of a state-wide campaign
to ensure they meet their workplace health
and safety obligations.
WorkSafe’s Construction and Utilities Program
Director, Geoff Thomas, said inspectors in
Melbourne and country areas were checking hire
companies to ensure equipment was properly
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maintained, ﬁt for purpose and that hirers were
given safety and operational information.
WorkSafe said that inspectors have already found:
–

problems with electrical testing and
maintenance;

–

insufﬁcient information being provided to hirers;

–

inadequate maintenance records for equipment;

”In the construction industry, and even with people
carrying out renovations to their own homes, there
is an enormous amount of hired equipment in use.
Information on a wide range of safety topics
can be found on WorkSafe’s website
www.workksafe.vic.gov.au or by calling
WorkSafe’s Advisory Service on 1800 136 089.
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SOME MORE COMMONLY ASKED
ELECTRICITY QUESTIONS – AND ANSWERS
26

1. Can I maintain an existing private overhead electric line
in a high bushﬁre risk area?

energysafe

Answer:
The Electricity Safety Act and Regulations have requirements for
private overhead electric lines, with the Electricity Safety (Installation)
Regulations 1999, in regulation 403 which states:
“403. Private electric lines
(1) A private electric line to be constructed or to be substantially
reconstructed must be placed underground except that overhead
private electric lines may be constructed or substantially
reconstructed in a low bushﬁre risk area.
(2) An overhead private electric line to be installed, altered, repaired
or maintained must be protected at its origin with an accessible
over-current protective device other than a fuse link.
(3) In this regulation—
(a) “substantially reconstructed” means reconductoring of more
than 30% of the line or replacement of more than 30% of
the number of poles in a line;
(b) “low bushﬁre risk area” means—
(i) an area that a ﬁre control authority has assigned a ﬁre hazard
rating of “low” under section 80 of the Act; or
(ii) an urban area within the meaning of section 3 of the Act.”
In summary, if the line is to be maintained, it must be:
– Protected at its origin;
– Comply to Act, Regulations and current standards; and
– Completed with a Certiﬁcate of Electrical Safety issued.
2. If a customer’s private overhead electric line has been defected
by the Distribution Company, what am I required to do?
Answer:
The requirements of the Electricity Safety (Installation) Regulations
1999 are outlined, and reference is made to low bushﬁre risk.
Reference is also made to requirements for areas that are not low
bushﬁre risk with the requirements surrounding those areas. The
bushﬁre risk is assessed by the ﬁre authority and then made available
to industry to use, such as Distribution Companies.
The inspection of the private overhead lines is detailed in the Electricity
Safety Act 1998 in Section 83B. When an inspection is undertaken
and defects identiﬁed a notice is issued and the person that owns or
operates the line is responsible to rectify the defect. The ﬁrst steps
are to contact the Distribution Company and conﬁrm the details of
the defect notice and discuss the action required.
As stated in the Electricity Safety (Installation) Regulations 1999
in Regulation 403, if the defects require repairs that would be

substantially reconstructed, which means more than 30%, then
the private overhead line is required to be placed underground.
It is important then to liaise with the Distribution Company to facilitate
the underground work, including the work that may be required by
the Distribution Company.
If the defects are less than the 30% or in a low bushﬁre risk area, then
the repairs can be undertaken by the licensed electrical worker, with
an overcurrent protective device installed at the origin and a certiﬁcate
of electrical safety issued.
3. I have just completed my electrical apprenticeship.
When is Energy Safe Victoria going to send my licence to me?
Answer:
The electrical apprenticeship is training that is completed under the
Vocational Education and Training Act 1990. The Electricity Safety Act
1999 and Electricity Safety (Installation) Regulations 1998 highlight the
apprentice as an electrical worker for the period of the apprenticeship,
whilst under the effective supervision of the licensed electrician.
The electrician’s licence needs to be applied for by the electrical
apprentice at the end of the electrical apprenticeship. The Electricity
Safety (Installation) Regulations 1998 in Regulation 403(a) state:
(a) the person—
(i) has completed a 4 year contract of training as an electrician that
included at least 12 months experience in carrying out electrical
installation work; and
(ii) holds a Certiﬁcate III in Electrotechnology
Systems Electrician; and
(iii) has satisfactorily completed the Licensed Electrician’s Assessment
conducted by a body approved by the Ofﬁce;
The applicant needs to satisfy these requirements and then complete
the relevant application form. The forms can be accessed via the ESV
website at www.esv.vic.gov.au under “Licensing and Registration” or at
one of ESV’s ofﬁces located at Southbank, Nunawading and Ballarat.
A person who has completed his contract of training as an apprentice
electrician must, within 3 months of completion of that contract of
training obtain a license (A Class or L Class) to enable that person to
continue to perform electrical installation work. This is the responsibility
of the apprentice.
The employer is not able to employ a person to perform electrical
installation work unless that person is an apprentice under the
Vocational Education and Training Act 1990 or licensed.
There are major penalties for both parties should a person work
unlicensed (apprenticeship completed, license not obtained) and
the REC for employing an unlicensed person.

MAKE SURE ALL ELECTRICAL WORK IS PROPERLY TESTED
ESV is concerned at an apparent increasing trend within the industry of
electrical work not being properly tested as required for safety
and by law.
Director of Energy Safety, Ken Gardner, said recently there was
overwhelming evidence to suggest that work was not being properly
tested on completion.
Writing in the newsletter of the NECA Victorian Chapter, Ken said:
“At ESV we ask ourselves why electricians are not carrying out proper
testing when it is a clear requirement of the Electricity Safety Act 1998
and accompanying regulations for them to do so.
“Unfortunately we are ﬁnding all too often that when electrical workers
undertake remedial repairs, additions and alterations, the testing of
the electrical work is simply not being completed as prescribed.”
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Over the past two years ESV – and its predecessor, the OCEI – has
received reports of incidents which would have been prevented if
proper testing had been carried out.
Table 1.1 on the following page outlines some of the incidents that have
been reported, and the numbers of them.
Ken said: “It is important to bear in mind that these are the incidents
we know about.
“While it might be argued that some of these incidents have occurred over
a reasonable amount of time, there is no getting away from the fact that
proper testing must be carried out when electrical work is completed.”
As a reminder, the current edition of AS/NZS 3000:2000,
(Wiring Rules), Clause 6.3.3 states:
(Continued on next page)

Handy safety hint.

Statistics show that the most frequent of gas related incidents within the home
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b) Insulation resistance.

Table 1.1
Contributing factor

Number

Cable breakdown within the installation

88

Connections not connected
in an approved manner

11
11

Deteriorated wiring

43

Electricity connected from another source

2

Cable has been left cut or unterminated

34

Damage to ﬁnal subcircuit conductors

4

Incorrect circuit conﬁguration

4

Installation left in an unsafe manner

11

Overloading of circuits/conductors

2

Poor connections

27

Reverse polarity

4

Wiring is installed incorrectly

6

Wiring is run in an unsafe manner

1

d) Correct circuit connections.”
There are also two optional tests that are outlined in Clause 6.3.4.1
of the Wiring Rules which state:

27

“6.3.4.1 General
When considered necessary, the following tests may be carried
out on the electrical installation:
a) Fault-loop impedance.
b) In Australia, veriﬁcation of operation of residual current devices.”
Ken said that although these two tests are currently optional, it is
proposed to make all testing mandatory in the next version of the
Wiring Rules which is currently being prepared. RCD testing will also be
applicable where practicable.

summerautumn

Damage to earthing system

c) Polarity.

“All electrical workers therefore need to ensure that they are conversant
with all the tests that are required and ensure that their testing equipment
is accurate and regularly veriﬁed. This should be done annually.”
Training courses are available to ensure that skills can be enhanced and
there is full awareness of requirements. Additionally AS/NZS 3017:2001,
Testing and Inspection guidelines provides useful information.
“In summary, testing of electrical work, both on commencement and on
conclusion of the work, allows the electrical worker to verify the condition
of the installation and any known “live” source that may exist – and is
therefore essential for safety.

“6.3.3 Mandatory tests
6.3.3.1 General
The following tests shall be carried out on the electrical installation:
a) Continuity of the earthing system (earth resistance of the main
earthing conductor, protective earthing conductors and bonding
conductors).

“Remember that when signing Certiﬁcates of Electrical Safety, electrical
workers are conﬁrming that the work has been performed to requirements
– and has therefore been tested,” he said.

energysafe advertorial – an article supplied by Protect

ELIGIBLE TERMINATION PAYMENT AND SUPERANNUATION
– MAJOR CHANGES
Since the inception of Protect it has been
possible for a worker to elect to have an
Eligible Termination Payment rolled over
to their nominated superannuation fund.

as a corollary to that, the manner in which
ETPs would be treated.

When Protect received advice from a worker of
this election, the gross ETP was paid to
the nominated superannuation fund.

As from 1st July 2007, the effect of the May
2006 Federal Budget announcement means
any Eligible Termination Payment paid to a
worker will no longer be able to be rolled over
to the worker’s superannuation fund.

The effect of this was to defer any tax payable
by the worker until the worker accessed their
superannuation at a concessional tax rate.

Like all severance funds, Protect must
administer severance claims and payments
in accordance with this decision.

The Treasurer’s May 2006 Federal Budget
announced changes to the way in which
superannuation beneﬁts would be taxed and,

The May 2006 Federal Budget also announced
changes to the treatment of an Eligible
Termination Payment for tax purposes. ETPs
may have an exempt and a taxable component.

The exempt component will be tax free and
consist of any pre-July 1983 component and
any post-June 1994 invalidity component.
The taxable component will consist of the
post-June 1983 component of any ETP paid
by Protect. The taxation of this component
will depend on the amount of the ETP and
the age of the worker.
Again, like all severance funds Protect must
administer severance claims and payments
in accordance with this advice.
Protect encourages all members to seek
detailed personal advice from an appropriately
licensed professional.

Protect works hard to provide vital ﬁnancial
Out of Work, been Sick or Hurt?
You’re Covered

security for workers in the electro trades when you
need it most – if you are sick, injured or out of work.
Electro trade workers know that Protect’s income
protection insurance provides a wider range of
illness and injury beneﬁts than any other scheme in
the country.
To ﬁnd out more, or to make a claim
Go to www.protect.net.au
or call 1300 134 417

� BFR $4000
� Weekly payments
� Better beneﬁts

PROT 25783

PROT 25783 Live ad3.indd 1
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BUILDERS’ CONSTRUCTION SUPPLIES –
INCREASED AUDITS TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE
28
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Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 4

Photo 5

Photo 6

ESV continues to receive many complaints concerning the installation
of builders’ construction supplies. An area of concern that is
discussed in this issue is the use of the combination meter
enclosure on a support bracket.

If the installer is using a system that they have developed they need to
ensure that the design requirements of Section 1 of AS/NZS 3000:2000,
(Wiring Rules) have been complied with. This would require engineering
calculations, evaluation of the soil types, etc.

It is important to remember that there are commercial products available
for this type of application and to be in accordance with the requirements
of the standard they must be installed as per the manufacturers’
instructions.

Another aspect that has changed over the past years is the installation
of this product into the ground prior to the concrete being poured. The
concerns with this method are what compliance methods have been
used to achieve the requirements of the Wiring Rules.

On 16 February 2006 information was placed in the “What’s New”
section of the ESV website to provide guidance, however there are still
many instances where the installations are not being installed correctly.

Photos 5 and 6 show the construction builder’s supply prior to the
concrete being poured.

If the bracket is in place in concrete and is a manufactured item, installed
as per the manufacturers instructions then compliance generally occurs.
There are many installers who are manufacturing their own brackets
and therefore do not have any supporting documentation to prove
compliance.
The photos 1 to 4 were taken on sites and were connected and they
are all non-compliant.
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ESV takes this opportunity to remind all registered electrical contractors,
licensed electrical workers and licensed electrical inspectors that these
installations need to comply with AS/NZS 3000:2000, (Wiring Rules)
and AS/NZS 3012:2005, Construction and Demolition sites.
Additionally ESV is no longer prepared to continue to receive the reports
of non-compliance and audit activity will be increased on these sites
throughout Victoria to ensure compliance reaches a zero tolerance level.

Handy safety hint.

Statistics show that the most frequent of gas related incidents within the home
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
OF INTEREST TO GASSIES
Q–

A–

Yes, you are not working on the boilers so you can ﬁt the blank
ﬂanges to seal the valves.

Q–

When is AS 5601 being re-published?

A–

According to Standards Australia, a new version of AS 5601
is expected to be available from February 2008.

FOR INFORMATION….
Building isolation valves
When multiple but separated buildings are being supplied with gas
from one meter or bulk supply, an isolation valve is to be ﬁtted at each
building. This valve is to be signed “Gas Isolation Valve”.
Gasﬁtting Notices on the Web
Gasﬁtting Notices can be printed from the ESV website. Issue 5 of
energysafe had an article on how to locate the Notices. There is also
an article in this issue.
Reminder on Instantaneous Water Heaters
ESV is aware that there are still a number of instantaneous water
heaters installed in bathrooms and toilets. If one is found, the
consumer is to be advised that it should be replaced and/or relocated
to a suitable location. Unless immediate arrangements are made to
replace the water heater, it is to be treated as an “At Risk” installation
and reported to the Gas Industry’s National Response Centre on 132 771.

INSTALLATION OF OVERHEAD
RADIANT HEATERS
This article was written by Peter Herlihy, an
ESV Gas Inspector specialising in industrial
and commercial appliance installations.
This information applies only to overhead
or wall-mounted radiant heaters and is not
applicable to overhead radiant tube heaters.
Wall mounted or overhead radiant heaters
provide an excellent means of spot heating
in commercial and industrial premises where
attempting to heat a large space would not
be feasible or economically viable.
AS 5601 Gas Installations provides some
restrictions on the installation of ﬂueless
heaters, but overhead or wall-mounted radiant
heaters are usually intended for commercial
and industrial applications.
AS 5601 gives minimum room volume
requirements and total gas consumption
limitations for ﬂueless heaters. Refer to clause
5.12.8.2. Ventilation must be adequate and
the total gas consumption of all appliances in
the room must be considered, as required by
Clause 5.4.3.1.

Heaters must be located with minimum
clearance of 2.5m from the ﬂoor, and be
supported independently of the consumer
piping.
AS 5601 and the manufacturer’s instructions
also provide minimum clearance requirements
above the heater to any combustible surface.
A number of manufacturers provide heat
shields for situations where the required
clearance cannot be met.
The installer must follow the manufacturer’s
installation instructions and be able to
demonstrate by documentation or testing that
when the heater and heat shield are installed
the temperature of the combustible surface
will not exceed 65°C above ambient (AS 5601
Clause 5.2.7).
The installer may provide other forms of
protection but again they must be able to
demonstrate that the temperature of the
combustible surface will not exceed 65°C
above ambient.

DANGEROUS GAS INSTALLATIONS –
MORE EXAMPLES
Here are some further examples of what
would be considered to be either a Dangerous
Installation, At Risk or Not to Standard.

At Risk
– Appliance installed within the hazardous
zone of an LP Gas cylinder

Dangerous Installation
– LPG vapour installation connected to a liquid
withdrawal cylinder.

Not to standard
– In-situ LP Gas cylinder not adequately
secured.
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ESV is warning trades people and home
renovators to be extremely cautious if they
encounter electrical metallic conduits which
can be found in many older properties and
which could be “live”. They are commonly
called “split conduits”.
The warning applies particularly to plumbers,
gasﬁtters, building workers, air conditioning
and security alarm installers, and reblockers.

29
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Two large industrial boilers are to be removed and I have
been asked to plug off the 150mm high pressure gas line
isolating valves using blank ﬂanges. Can I do the work
if I don’t have a Type B licence?

WARNING TO GAS
FITTERS ON UNSAFE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
IN OLDER PROPERTIES

It follows the death of a man while reblocking
a house in Hawthorn in early January. It is the
third fatality to be recorded in the State over the
past few years involving “live” split conduits.
It is ESV’s view that due to age and possible
modiﬁcations carried out over the years to
electrical installations that some split conduits
have lost their earthing continuity and become
“live”.
ESV strongly advises tradespeople and home
renovators to:
– Stay well clear of split conduits;
– Arrange for a suitably qualiﬁed person – a
licensed electrician or a licensed electrical
inspector – to carry out tests on such
conduits to ensure they are not “live” before
work starts; and,
– Warn the property owner or customer of the
dangers of split conduits and the need to
engage a registered electrical contractor to
check that they are safe.
For the full story of the incident, see page 3.

DANGEROUS GAS
INSTALLATIONS –
MORE EXAMPLES
AS/NZS1596:2002 is the current reference
document for the location of gas cylinders,
and some information is repeated in AS 5601.
It may not be clear to some installers (and
many home owners) that locating LP Gas
cylinders, particularly those of 9 kg or more, in
carports, garages and other similar enclosures
is inviting disaster.
A gas cylinder located or stored in a carport
or garage can easily be damaged by a vehicle.
The possibility of leakage from a gas cylinder in
garage or carport could be disastrous.
Because it is heavier than air, LP Gas tends
to pool at low levels and could be ignited by a
vehicle engine.
Gas cylinders should not be located in
enclosed locations such as verandahs,
carports, garages or similar. There will be
alternative locations around the property that
will comply – and will be much safer.
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EXPANSION OF COPPER PIPE IN COMMERCIAL
AND INDUSTRIAL INSTALLATIONS
30
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An overview by Gas Installation Inspector, Sandy Greenhill.

initial discussions with an installer, especially for high rise buildings.

Copper has a relatively high rate of expansion and contraction when
subject to temperature change. This is called thermal movement and
must be taken into consideration when running long lengths of copper
pipe to prevent excessive strain at pipe branches and changes of
direction.

High rise buildings have other problems that could cause movement.
Buildings over 40 storeys shrink over time and ESV would expect
shrinkage to be taken into consideration.

Excessive movement at points of connection to equipment
and pipe anchorage points.
In Victoria, copper pipe used in gas installations, especially across
factory roofs, shopping centres and other situations where the pipe is
external can be subject to temperatures varying from below zero to over
45°C. Installers who fail to allow for movement risk catastrophic pipe
failure. They also face delays in the installation being accepted by ESV,
and the extra cost of rectifying the problem.
It is essential to install copper pipe so that it is ﬂexible enough to take
up any movement. This is critical where ﬁxed pipe penetrates a roof.
It is even more critical if branches are taken off the main run. Pipe
with no ﬂexibility to move can shear off.
There are a number of ways to overcome these problems, such as
installing loops in the pipe run, using ﬂexible connections or branch
take-offs with enough ﬂexibility to take up any movement.
ESV inspectors may ask for proof that the allowance for movement is
acceptable, including calculations. This is a common requirement during

ACCEPTABLE METHODS OF
JOINING COPPER PIPES OF
DIFFERENT DIAMETERS
ESV and the Plumbing Industry Commission have been detecting
instances where unacceptable methods have been used for joining
copper pipe.
Clause 3.2.1 of AS 5601 requires pipe, ﬁttings and jointing methods to
comply with Table 3.1 of the Standard. The only acceptable methods of
joining copper pipe using open ﬂame brazing method are:
– Copper alloy brazing capillary ﬁttings to AS 3688;
– Branches formed with an appropriate mechanical branch forming
tool;
– Sockets formed with an appropriate mechanical tube expanding
tool for spigot and socket joining; and

The pipe system must be properly designed to allow the pipe to move
but still be supported. Movement must also be guided to prevent
damage to the pipe or the building structure. This is usually achieved by
installing anchor supports or fastenings and pipe guides to allow the pipe
to move but keep its alignment. Spring-loaded clips may also be required
in certain circumstances, such as long vertical pipe risers.
To assist those persons planning a large installation, ESV has published
a “Guide to the expansion of copper piping”, which is available by
contacting ESV’s Technical Help-line on 1800 652 563.
As a gas inspector involved with high rise developments in the City and
Southbank areas, I have used the Guide for six years and found it to be
invaluable.
Information on the movement and ﬂexibility of piping can also
be provided by pipe support suppliers and pipe manufacturers.
Remember it is cheaper and quicker to allow for the movement
of pipe before installation rather than after an ESV inspection!
For further information on pipe movement, contact our Technical
Help-line on 1800 652 563.

HOSE ASSEMBLIES FOR GAS
INSTALLATIONS
When considering a hose assembly for the connection of a gas
appliance, it is important to remember that there are ﬁve classes
of hose with differing pressure and temperature limitations.
The hose selected must be appropriate for the conditions of use.
The Australian Standard for hose assemblies is AS/NZS1869 Hose
and hose assemblies for LP Gas, natural gas and town gas.
AS 5601 Gas Installations provides general information on the use of
hose assemblies. All hose assemblies used in gas installations must be
certiﬁed by either the Australian Gas Association (AGA) or SAI Global.
Certiﬁed hose assemblies must be marked with the Certiﬁcate number,
class and maximum working pressure, year of manufacture, nominal
diameter, manufacturers name and the designation of the hose (ie Gas).
The classiﬁcation for hose assemblies is as follows.
Type

Maximum operating
pressure (kPa)

Temperature
limits (°C)

Oil resistant
lining & cover

A

7

-20 to +65

No

– Brazing ﬂange, copper alloy to AS 2129.
These methods of jointing do not comply with the requirements
of AS 5601 Gas Installations and are not permitted:
– Branching by drilling of a hole in the side of the main run, butting
the branch pipe and silver soldering. This leaves a weak joint that
will easily break or snap off.
– Joining dissimilar pipe sizes by expanding of the end of the smaller
pipe, inserting it into the larger pipe and silver soldering the joint
(for example, expanding a 15mm pipe into a 20mm pipe)
– Inserting a smaller pipe into a larger pipe and then crimping the side
of the larger pipe to ﬁt.

B

7

-20 to +125

Yes

C

2600

-20 to +65

No

D

2600

-20 to +125

Yes

E

2600

-50 to +65

No

For details of connecting commercial gas appliances using a hose
assembly, refer to ESV Gas Technical Information Sheet 18 or contact
the Gas Technical Information-line on 1800 652 563.

LP GAS CYLINDERS ON VEHICLES
AND CARAVANS
Cylinders intended to be left connected to a vehicle or a caravan must
be located correctly and securely.
AS 5601 Gas Installations states that the only acceptable locations
external to a vehicle are the draw bar of a caravan or in a fully-open
recess within the proﬁle of the vehicle.
Any recess must be sealed to prevent gas entering the vehicle.
For cylinders installed internally, see the cylinder compartment
requirements in AS 5601.
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SAFETY ALERT FOR LARGE
GAS TYPE B HOT WATER HEATERS
The safety issue with the use of this
combination of controls is failure due to high
current draw��������������������
on the contacts that provide
power to the safety shut off valves directly
connected to the C664 ﬂame safeguard.

These controls were commonly used on hot
water heaters of both���������������
the Type A and Type B
�����������������
appliance categories.
Type A appliances in this category are those
that have a thermal capacity of no more than
500 MJ/h and have been certiﬁed by AGA.
They are typically used for such applications
as central heating boilers or pool heaters.

This mode of failure has resulted in the
permanent welding of the contacts and has
resulted in the unsafe energisation of the main
gas safety shut off valves. Gas is then allowed
���������
to ﬂow into the
combustion chamber in the
�� ���������������������������
�� ��������������������
event of a ﬂame
failure, or if the burner cannot
be turned off.�� ����������������������������

������������

�� ���������������������������������������������������

To replace a failed unit�������������������
on a Type A appliance,
�� ����������������������������������������������������
ESV is advised that for
Raypak hot water
���������
heaters, Rheem Australia
have replacement
�� ������������������������������
�� �������������������������������������������������������
�� ���������������
������������
This can result
in the destruction of the heater,
controls that can be used
which will not
�� ���������������������������
�����������������������������������������������
�� ��of
and
in
other
cases
an explosion may occur
affect the certiﬁcation
the
appliance.
Other
�
�������������������������
���� is turned on.
when the heat
manufacturers can similarly
be contacted for
�� �������������������������������������������������������
�� ���������������������
���������������������
assistance and information.
�� ���������������������
If called to service
or repair such a system on
�� ���������������������������������������
�� ��������������������������������������������������
�� ��������������������������������������������������������
any Rheem (Raypak),
Teledyne Laars or other
When servicing the larger
Type B appliance
�� �������������������������������������������������
�
brand
of
hot
water
heater,
the repairer must
(greater than 500 MJ/h
and
not
AGA
certiﬁed)
�� ��������������������������������������������������
����������������
advise the owner
of the equipment that an
the replacement of these
components is
�� ��������������������������������������
�� �����������������������
�� ������������������������������������������
upgrade is required because of the potential
deemed as a modiﬁcation.
It is a requirement
���������������������������������������������������������
danger.
that a submission be�� made
to ESV before work
�� �������������������������������������
�
starts.
���������������������
�
Under Regulation
22 of the Gas Safety
������������������������������
����������������
��������������������������
Regulations 1999, a person
(Gas Installation)
If emergency repairs��are
required, for example
��������������������������������
����������������������
���������������������������������������
carrying out ���������������������������������
gasﬁtting work on an appliance
in a nursing home or��similar
institution, a Gas
��������������������������������������������
that has a defect which may cause the
Fitting notice for the ��work
must be lodged
�� ��������������������������������������������������������
appliance to become unsafe must notify
immediately, and a formal
submission as
������������
the owner of the defect and take action
required under the section 73 of Gas Safety
as appropriate.
Act 1997 lodged within 48 hours.

ESV has issued two new brochures entitled
“Gas Safety At Home” and “Gas Safety
– Camping and Leisure with LP Gas”.
Both brochures contain valuable advice
on how to stay safe with gas.

�����������
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The use of the Technical Components C664
without the VM001 gas valve monitoring unit
combination has been banned for some years
and should be replaced whenever it is found
in the ﬁeld.

ESV has been advised that the electronic
ignition systems Model C664/71,72,73,81
or 83 and the associated gas valve power
monitor VM001 produced by Technical
Components Pty Ltd and used on gas burner
safety controls are no longer available.

ESV ISSUES TWO
NEW GAS SAFETY
BROCHURES

�����������
���������������
�����������
�
�

For further information contact ESV.

GASFITTING NOTICE OR COC?
ESV•DL6pp(Campfire).indd 1-3

���������������

Gas installation work �����������������
in the following premises
is deﬁned a ‘Complex Installation’ and
Gasﬁtting Notices must be submitted to ESV.

��������������������
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3 - Major shopping centres, such as Southland,
Northland, Parkmore, Epping Plaza.

4 - Strip shopping centres where any of
the following applies:
1 - Factories
According to the Building Code of Australia,
– The installation exceeds 500 MJ/h,
a factory is a Class 8 building. Any gas
– The installation
��������� exceeds 50 metres of piping,
�������is classiﬁed as
installation in a factory
�� ���������������������������������������������������
�� ������������������������������
‘Complex’. There is�� �����������������������������������������������
no minimum gas load
– The building
exceeds 3 storeys,
�� ��������������������
or amount of pipe. ��For
example,
changing
�� ����������������������������
�������������������������������������
– Individual
billing meters are grouped
over a domestic type
water heater or cooker
�� ������������������������������
�� �������������������������������������������������������
�� ���������������
together.
in a factory requires ������������������
a Gasﬁting Notice.
�� ����������������������������������������������������������
�����������������

�����������

�����������
�������

�� ��������������������������

�
If any clariﬁcation
is required as to Notice
2 - Marine Craft that are
not for commercial
�� ����������������������������������������������������
���������������������������������
requirements,� contact the Gas Technical
purposes, (eg house����������������������������������������
boats, yachts etc).
�� ���������������������������������������������������������
����
Information Line
on 1800 652 563.
���������������������������
�� ���������������������
�� ����������������������������

�� ���������������������

�

NEW COPPER PIPE JOINTING METHOD
�� �������������������������������������������������

��������

�� �������������������������������������������������

�� ������������������������������������������������������
������������������������������

�� �������������������������������������������������

�� �
� �����������������������������������������������������
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The Standards Committee responsible for
�� ��������������������������������������������
AS 5601 has accepted
the use in consumer
���������������������
piping of the Viega Propress
G Press-ﬁt
�
jointing system by Crane
���� Copper Tube.
�� ��������������������������������

The system will be included in the next edition
�� ��������������������������������������������
of AS 5601 but an exemption
has been issued
to Crane by ESV to allow its use until the
Standard is re-published in late 2007.
�� ���������������������������������������

The hydraulically-pressed joint is to be made
with a tool available only from Crane.
The ﬁttings containESV•DL6pp(Gassafety).indd
O-rings suitable
for both
1-3
LPG and Natural Gas are coloured yellow.
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�� �����������������������

Fittings with other coloured O-rings must not
be used for gas.
Heat must not be applied near
�
the ﬁttings. ���������������������
������������������������������
��������������������������

����������������������
For further details,
contact your plumbing
���������������������������������
supplier or Crane Copper Tube.

Handy safety hint.
All gas cooking appliances should
be checked at least every two years
by a licensed gasﬁtter to ensure that
they are safe and efﬁcient.
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WOULD YOU LIKE
TO CONDUCT YOUR
BUSINESS WITH
ESV “ON-LINE”?

IT WILL SAVE YOU TIME…AND MONEY
Shortly ESV will be expanding and enhancing its
current range of on-line services. You will then be
able to conduct a number of business transactions
electronically.
There will be many advantages for organisations
and individuals, for instance:
– Registered Electrical Contractors (RECs)
will be able to:
– Renew registrations
– Change business details
– Improve ordering and management
of certiﬁcates of electrical safety.
– Licensed Electrical Workers (LEWs) will be able to:
– Renew licences
– View reports of business activities
– Licensed Electrical Inspectors (LEIs) will be able to:
– Renew licences
– Add inspection classes
– View reports of business activities.
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– Agencies selling certiﬁcates of electrical safety
will be able to
– View stocks of certiﬁcates
– View sale history
– Transfer or restock incorrectly sold certiﬁcates.
THERE WILL BE MORE…
Before too long applications for new REC, LEI and
LEW registrations and licences can be made on-line.
In due course, it will also be possible to apply
for approvals for new equipment electronically.
DON’T BE LEFT BEHIND. UPDATE YOUR
PROCESSES AND CONDUCT MORE OF YOUR
BUSINESS WITH ESV ON-LINE.
Stay tuned, for more news regarding the new and
enhanced ESV on-line services, it’s coming soon!
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